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Wilmot Selectmen’s Report for 2021

L

ike many communities in New
Hampshire, Wilmot has seen
continued change this year. There
have been many transfers in property
ownership; we have said goodbye to
some old friends and are welcoming
new ones to our community. We
continue to be a thriving collection of
diverse people who respect and
support one another and promote
community activities and interaction
to achieve goals together. The Wilmot
Board of Selectmen has taken the same
approach when it makes decisions
about general operations, future town
development needs, safety and
healthcare policies, and financial
obligations.

Young Wilmot resident embraces the view from Bog Mountain

(Photo: Brian McCarthy)

The board is obliged to be prudent and fiscally responsible with taxpayer monies. Being prudent is “acting with or
showing care and thought for the future.” Five years ago, the planning board took an important step for future annual
budgeting here in Wilmot and created our Capital Improvement Program (CIP) Committee. The CIP Committee, led
by Chair Bill Doody and other volunteers from here in Wilmot, has created an annual process for meeting with
departments to review ongoing
capital financial obligations—
such as maintaining town roads,
planning for large costly
equipment needs, and caring for
town properties—while
keeping the tax impact on
residents relatively constant
from year-to-year.
This board of selectmen has
kept a sharp eye on budget
requests, as past boards have, by
listening to feedback from the
community. For the past five
years, the municipal tax rate has
remained nearly constant, even
with inflationary costs this past
A senior luncheon at the First Congregationalist Church, Wilmot Center
(Photo: Ed Weaver)
year due to COVID-related
supply-chain constraints. In cooperation with our town’s administrative team— town administrator, tax collector/town
clerk, treasurer, property and land use clerk, road agent, police chief, emergency management director, and overseer of
public welfare—we have made a concerted effort to be more accessible and provide flexibility in delivering the services
our townspeople require. Staff members have been diligent about keeping our infrastructure open and safe for use
during the pandemic.
1
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With an eye toward preservation of our historic town resources, the Town voted to authorize resident and Wilmot
Facilities Committee Chair Jeff Gill to revise a proposal and re-apply for grant funding from the New Hampshire Land
and Community Heritage Program (LCHIP). We were very pleased to hear in late December that our grant application
was approved! We will again be asking the Town for its approval to spend money on this project at the town business
meeting. There will be warrant articles pertaining to the project and we ask for your consideration and input. As part of
capital investment planning, we have been saving funds that will be matched by the awarded LCHIP grant. Please add to
this public conversation your voice and vote.
As Selectman Palumbo wrote last year, “While difficult times continue across the nation, Wilmot has demonstrated the
strength and resiliency that other towns might emulate.” A thriving community like Wilmot is building its own rewards
by virtue of the pride we take in our local environment, the respect and support we show for our neighbors, and our
engagement in joint action.
Respectfully submitted,
Thomas Schamberg, Chair

Gary Palumbo, Selectman

Chris Wells, Selectman

Lydia Tewksbury in front of her home, Brookledge, on 4th N.H. Turnpike (Rt. 4A) in an undated photo.
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EMERGENCY
AMBULANCE
FIRE
Dial 9-1-1
Police Department
Duncan Domey, Chief
Juliet Valela, Secretary

Fire Department
Sam Clarke, Chief and Fire Warden
Phil Nicholson, Deputy Chief

POLICE

Dispatch:
Phone:
FAX:
e-mail:
Address:

(603) 526-2646
(603) 526-2289
(603) 526-6714
police@wilmotnh.org
P.O. Box 107

Dispatch:
Phone:
e-mail:
Address:

(603) 526-2646
(603) 526-4524 (burn permits)
info@wilmotfire.org
P.O. Box 33

Cemetery Information
Al Price

Phone: (603) 748-7094

Conservation Commission
Elizabeth Harper, Chair

Phone: (603) 526-4802 (leave a message)

Health Department
Jonathan Jusczyk, Health Officer

Phone: (603) 526-4802 (selectmen’s office)
e-mail: townadmin@wilmotnh.org

Highway Department
Timothy Martin, Road Agent
Joshua Hatch, Foreman
Jeffrey Gove
James Hackeman
Mary Fanelli, Secretary

Phone:
FAX:
e-mail:
Hours:

Library
Glynis Hart, Library Director
Mary Fanelli, Library Assistant

(603) 526-4649 (please leave a message)
(603) 526-8247
highway@wilmotnh.org
7 a.m. – 3 p.m. Monday – Friday

Phone: (603) 526-6804
e-mail: wilmotlibrary@comcast.net
Hours: 2 – 6 p.m. Monday – Friday
11 a.m. – 1 p.m. Saturday

Selectmen’s Office
Meghan Foley, Town Administrator
Bill Chaisson, Property/Land-use Clerk
Elizabeth Jablonski, Treasurer

Phone: (603) 526-4802
FAX: (603) 526-2523
e-mail: admin@wilmotnh.org;
property@wilmotnh.org
treasurer@wilmotnh.org
Hours: 9 a.m. – 4 p.m. Tuesday – Thursday
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Town Clerk/Tax Collector
Lisa Lamson, Town Clerk/Tax Collector
Ashley Hayes, Deputy Town Clerk/
Deputy Tax Collector

Phone:
FAX:
e-mail:
Hours:

Transfer Station
Jerry Williams, Attendant
Monique Jevne, Attendant

(603) 526-9639
(603) 526-4067
townofwilmot_tc@comcast.net
Closed Monday and Friday
9 a.m. – 4 p.m. Tuesday – Thursday
Appointments given preference.

Phone: (603) 526-2491
Hours: 8 a.m. – 4 p.m. Wednesday and Saturday

Welfare
Alison Mastin, Overseer of Public Welfare

Phone: (603) 568-2607
Email: amastin@gmail.com
Hours: Call for an appointment.

Wilmot Post Office
Phone: (603) 526-4852
Hours: 9:30 a.m. – 12:30 p.m. Monday - Friday
1:30 p.m. – 4:30 p.m. Monday - Friday
8 a.m. – 11:30 a.m. Saturday
24 hours - lobby open

Deepwell Farm, Wilmot Flat

Photo: Brian McCarthy
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Wilmot Town Employees and Officials
as of December 31, 2021
Town Employees

Elected Officials

Board of Selectmen’s Office
Meghan Foley, Town Administrator
Bill Chaisson, Property/Land-use Clerk

Board of Selectmen (3-year term)
Thomas Schamberg, Chair
Gary Palumbo
Christopher Wells

2024
2023
2022

Cemetery Trustees (3-year term)
Al Price
Douglas MacDonald
Pasha Roberts

2023
2022
2024

Government Buildings
Lindsey Murphy, Cleaning
Highway Department
Tim Martin, Road Agent
Joshua Hatch, Foreman
Jeffrey Gove
James Hackeman
Jerry Williams, Transfer Station Attendant
Monique Jevne, Transfer Station Attendant
Mary Fanelli, Secretary

Library Trustees (3-year term; alternate 1 year)
Margaret Doody, President (app’t 2020) 2022
Judith Hauck, Treasurer
2024
Janet Singer Schwartz (app’t 2021)
2023
Moderator (2-year term)
Jeff Gill

Police Department
Duncan Domey, Police Chief
Juliet Valela, Secretary

2022

Overseer of Public Welfare (1-year term)
Alison Mastin
2022

Library Employees
Supervisors of the Checklist (6-year term)
Margaret Doody
2026
Alison Gill (app’t 2021)
2022
Mary Kulacz
2024

Glynis Hart, Director
Mary Fanelli, Assistant

Tax Collector/Town Clerk (3-year term)
Lisa Lamson
2024
Trustees of the Trust Funds (3-year term)
William Doody
2022
Tom Jenssen
2023
Kelsie Clarke
2024
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Appointed Officials
(Terms are indefinite unless otherwise noted)
Ballot Clerks
Marni Eaton
Alison Gill
Heidi Nelson
Joanne Schamberg
Lisa Spanos

Planning Board (3-year term)
Jeff Gill, Chair
2022
Linda Scofield, Secretary
2023
Scott McCullough, Vice Chair
2022
Patricia Brown
2023
Mark Kozikowski
2024
Jonathan Schwartz
2023
Gary Palumbo, Selectmen’s Rep.
2022
Heather Mather (alternate)
2024
Vacant (alternate)
Olivia Uyizeye, UVLSRPC
Bill Chaisson, Property/Land Use Clerk

Mary Fanelli
Judy Hauck
Mary Ellen Price
Karen Schwendler
Jackie Thompson

Conservation Commission (3-year term)
Elizabeth Harper, Chair
2024
Doug MacDonald, Vice Chair
2023
Thomas Schamberg, Secretary
2024
William Clark
2024
Ken Kessler
2023
Sandra Rock (alternate)
2023
Jonathan Schwartz (alternate)
2023

Town Treasurer
Elizabeth Jablonski

Deputy Moderator
Scot Bemis

Zoning Board of Adjustments (3-year term)
Elizabeth Harper, Chair
2023
Mike Lasonde, Vice Chair
2024
Judith Hauck
2023
Russell Jewell
2023
Susan Ware (app’t 2021)
2022
Vacant (alternate)
Bill Chaisson, Property/Land Use Clerk

Deputy Town Clerk/Deputy Tax Collector
Ashley Hayes
Deputy Treasurer
Darlene Delano
Emergency Management
Jonathan Jusczyk, Director

Perambulator
Tim Wallace

Fire Warden
Sam Clarke, Warden
Josh Kozikowski, Deputy Warden
Phil Nicholson, Deputy Warden

Other Organizations
Fire Department Officers
Sam Clarke, Chief
Phil Nicholson, Deputy Chief
Tim O’Neill, Captain
Josh Kozikowski, 1st Lieutenant
Kyla Pillsbury, 2nd Lieutenant
Jonathan Jusczyk, EMS Captain
Sean Cushing, Safety Officer
Tom Jenssen, Treasurer
Kelsie Clarke, Secretary

Health Department
Jonathan Jusczyk
Library Trustees (alternate 1 year)
Chris Jenssen
Jaimie Jusczyk

2022
2022
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Results for the March 9, 2021 Town Election
Candidate
Tom Schamberg

Term/Office
3-Year Term
Select Board

Votes
132

Under
11

3-Year Term
Town Clerk & Tax Collector

144

2

3 Year Term
Cemetery Trustee

138

9

3-Year Term
Trustee of the Trust Funds

135

11

Judith “Judy” Hauck

3-Year Term
Library Trustee

142

5

Janet S. Schwartz

2-Year Term
Library Trustee

140

7

Margaret Doody

1-Year Term
Library Trustee

138

6

Mary Ellen Price 2, Barbara Wiggin 1

Alison V. Mastin

1-Year Term
Overseer Of Public Welfare

140

6

Donna Yohonn 1

Lisa Lamson
Pasha Roberts
Kelsie Lee Clarke

Amendment to the Wilmot Zoning Ordinance
proposed by the Wilmot Planning Board

Yes
125

No
14

Write-ins
Victor Prieto 3, Doug Long 1
Donna Johan 1

Mary Kulacz

Undervotes
8

Article #2: ZONING AMENDMENTS (approved by the Planning Board)
To see if the Town will vote to amend the Wilmot Zoning Ordinance by adopting the following amendment:
Note: Changes or additions to the existing text are underlined. No language is being deleted. Language that is unmarked is
existing and unchanged.
PLANNING BOARD PROPOSED AMENDMENT NO. 1:
Rationale: The Wilmot zoning ordinance is a permissive ordinance, which means that for a use to be permitted it must
appear in the text of the law. The proposed change to the ordinance defines the use “short-term rental” and adds it to a list of
permitted uses. Underlined words are proposed language.
Article II: ESTABLISHMENT OF ZONING DISTRICTS
Section V: Uses.
This section describes the uses that are permitted in a given Zoning District. A building or structure may be
erected, altered or used, and a lot may be used or occupied only as described. All terms are defined in Article
XIII: Definitions. All uses must comply with Article III: General Regulations, All Districts.
i. Uses Permitted in All Districts
A. The following uses shall be permitted in all districts:
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Single-family dwellings and two-family dwellings, including manufactured homes, and structures
associated with the residential use.
Accessory dwelling units, per the provisions of Article XVII: Accessory Dwelling Units.
Agriculture and forestry, and structures associated with the agricultural use.
Home occupations and cottage industries, per the provisions of Article XIV: Home
Occupation/Cottage Industry Ordinance.
Bed and breakfasts.
Day-care facilities.
Short-term Rentals

All these uses are subject to Site Plan Review by the Planning Board, except 1, 2, 3, 7 and a Home Occupation,
if it is deemed not to be a Cottage Industry.
[Related Definition: added to Article XIII: Definitions]
Short-term Rentals: Any dwelling unit that is offered for a fee for a term of less than 30 days.

Photo: Liz Kirby
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Wilmot Annual Town Meeting Minutes
May 15, 2021

M

oderator Jeff Gill called the meeting to order at 1 p.m. He asked Charles Thompson to lead those
present in the Pledge of Allegiance. Moderator Gill introduced himself and his predecessor with
appreciation. He also introduced the Board of Selectmen (Gary Palumbo, Tom Schamberg, Chris Wells),
Town Clerk (Lisa Lamson), Deputy Moderator (Scot Bemis), Ballot Clerks (Jackie Thompson, Alison Gill,
Joanne Schamberg), State Trooper Joshua Boshuman, and our new Chief of Police, Duncan Domey. He
expressed appreciation for Jonathan Jusczyk and the Fire Department for help with set up for the meeting and
the Congregational Church for allowing use of the property for the meeting.
Moderator Gill then read the rules of procedure of the meeting. Because of Covid 19, the meeting was held
outdoors. Moderator Gill explained that voters would use their red cards to vote “yes” and white cards to vote
“no” in lieu of voice votes. There were 52 voters signed in for the Town Meeting.
ARTICLE 01

ELECTION

To choose all necessary Town Officers for the ensuing year. (see results in table on previous pages)
The Moderator read the results of the Town Election which took place on Tuesday, March 9, 2021, in the
Town Hall at 9 North Wilmot Road.
KEARSARGE REGIONAL SCHOOL DISTRICT BALLOT
Question 1 To see if the School District will vote to raise and appropriate the Municipal Budget Committee’s
recommended amount of $46,343,295 for the support of schools, for the payment of salaries for the school
district officials and agents, and for the payment for the statutory obligations of the District. The School Board
recommends $46,485,550. This article does not include appropriations voted in other warrant articles. This
warrant article asks the voters to raise and appropriate for the support of schools, the salaries of School District
Officials and Agents, and for the statutory obligations of said District, and to authorize the application against
said appropriation of such sums as are estimated to be received from the State sources, together with other
income, the School Board to certify to the Selectmen of each of the Towns of Bradford, New London,
Newbury, Springfield, Sutton, Warner, and Wilmot, the amount to be raised by taxation by said towns.
(School Board Recommends 8-0) (MBC Recommends 6-3)
Question 1 Results:
School Board budget ($46,485,550) 758 Municipal Budget Committee budget ($46,343,295) 769
Question 2 To see if the School District will vote to raise and appropriate up to $25,000 to be placed in the
Special Education Expendable Trust Fund, established in 2008 within the provisions of RSA 198:20-c for the
purpose of emergency funding of unforeseen Special Education costs incurred by the District, with such amount
to be funded from unassigned fund balance (surplus funds) remaining on hand as of June 30, 2021. (School
Board Recommends 8-0) (MBC Recommends 9-0) YES NO
Question 2 - Special Education Fund ($25,000)
Results: Yes 1167
No 401
Question 3 To see if the School District will vote to raise and appropriate up to $50,000 to be placed in the
School Buildings Maintenance Expendable Trust Fund for the purpose of repair, unanticipated utility costs, and
maintaining the school buildings and equipment, with such amount to be funded from unassigned fund balance
(surplus funds) remaining on hand as of June 30, 2021. (School Board Recommends 8-0) (MBC Recommends
9-0) YES NO
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Question 3 - Maintenance Fund ($50,000)
Results: Yes 1172
No 380
For Moderator for 1 Year: Derek D. Lick. Received 1308 votes
ARTICLE 02

GENERAL MUNICIPAL OPERATIONS

To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of one million five hundred sixty-one thousand three
hundred twenty-six dollars ($1,561,326) for general municipal operations. This article does not include special or individual
articles addressed. – Recommended by the Selectmen – by unanimous vote.
Motion to approve made by Gary Palumbo and seconded by Tom Schamberg. Gary Palumbo spoke to this
article explaining the changes in budget items. During the explanation, Tom Schamberg noted that there is a
change in the Health Officer for the town. Craig Heim and Lisah Carpenter stepped down from their positions
of Chief and Deputy Health Officers, respectively. Jonathan Jusczyk has been appointed as the new Health
Officer. All were thanked for their service to the Wilmot community.
Budget was approved by majority vote.
ARTICLE 03

TOWN HALL REHABILITATION - A

ADVISORY ARTICLE – To see if the Town will vote to accept the recommendations of the LCHIP Grant Team to
resubmit for an LCHIP Grant in 2021 by amending the previous submission with the following changes: 1) Use the “raise the
building” scenario to raise the Wilmot Town Hall and Creativity Lab at 9 North Wilmot Road to the level of the Library
(2.02 feet higher) to mitigate future water damage from the 500-year flood plain; 2) Remove the “New Building
Enhancements” including: generator, new well, bathroom upgrades, and additional electric outlets on the stage from the grant
application. This project would, at a minimum, stabilize the foundation at the new elevation, fix floor joists by “sistering”
with new lumber, install water removal and mitigation systems, insulate around the crawl space and foundation walls, and
regrade around the building. (Majority vote required) – Selectmen abstain from recommendation to allow the Town to decide
as it sees fit.
Article read by Deputy Moderator Scott Bemis. Motion to approve by Tom Schamberg, Bill Doody seconded.
Jeff Gill spoke to this article. We did not get the LCHIP grant applied for last year. Therefore, the town must
decide how to proceed. Jeff Gill explained all three options for clarity. Jonathan Schwartz asked to clarify that
this vote was not to spend money but to support the submission for an LCHIP grant in 2021. Jeff Gill
confirmed that all three of these articles (3-5) are advisory and suggested that if the town does get the grant,
there may be another town meeting scheduled. There was discussion concerning this article then a call to vote.
Two-thirds majority determined agreement to vote. Voting was done by secret ballot.
Article 03 passed with 44 YES votes, 5 NO.
ARTICLE 04

TOWN HALL REHABILITATION - B

ADVISORY ARTICLE – In the event ARTICLE 03 fails, to see if the Town will vote to NOT accept the
recommendations of the LCHIP Grant Team to resubmit for a LCHIP Grant in 2021 and use only monies raised by taxes and
donations to fund the project. This project would, at a minimum, stabilize the foundation of the Town Hall at 9 North
Wilmot Road at the existing elevation and therefore accept the risk of damage for 100-year and greater flood events, fix floor
joists by “sistering” with new lumber, install water removal and mitigation systems, insulate around the crawl space and
foundation walls, and regrade around the building. (Majority vote required) – Selectmen abstain from recommendation to
allow the Town to decide as it sees fit.
No need to vote on this article as Article 03 passed.
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TOWN HALL REHABILITATION - C

ADVISORY ARTICLE – In the event ARTICLE 04 fails, to see if the Town will vote to NOT accept the
recommendations of the LCHIP Grant Team to resubmit for a LCHIP Grant in 2021 and use only monies raised by taxes and
donations to fund the project. This project would, at a minimum, stabilize the foundation of the Town Hall at 9 North
Wilmot Road at the existing elevation and therefore accept the risk of damage for 100-year and greater flood events, demolish
then replace the entire floor system including the floor joists and finish flooring, install water removal and mitigation systems,
insulate around the crawl space and foundation walls, and regrade around the building. (Majority vote required) – Selectmen
abstain from recommendation to allow the Town to decide as it sees fit.
No need to vote on this article as Article 03 passed.
ARTICLE 06

FUNDS FOR TOWN HALL PROJECT

To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of forty-nine thousand seven hundred eighty dollars
($49,780) for the Town Facility Capital Reserve Fund for the purpose of supporting the Town Hall Rehabilitation Project.
These funds represent the unused portion of the $100,000 originally appropriated from the unassigned fund balance for the
clean-up of 14 North Wilmot Road. No funds to come from general taxation. (Majority vote required) – Selectmen do not
recommend.
Motion to approve made by Bill Doody, seconded by Craig Heim. Bill Doody spoke to this article.
Article 06 passed by unanimous vote.
ARTICLE 07

EQUIPMENT CRF

To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of ninety thousand dollars ($90,000) to be placed in
the Equipment Capital Reserve Fund for the purpose of purchasing highway vehicles and associated equipment. (Majority vote
required) – Recommended by the Selectmen – by unanimous vote.
Motion to approve made by Chris Wells, seconded by Mary Fanelli. Bill Doody spoke to this article.
Article 07 passed by unanimous vote.
ARTICLE 08

PURCHASE HIGHWAY VEHICLE (BACKHOE)

To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of one hundred thirty-seven thousand five hundred
dollars ($137,500) for the purchase and outfitting of a new highway vehicle (backhoe) with seventy-two thousand five
hundred dollars ($72,500) to come from taxation and the remaining amount of sixty-five thousand dollars ($65,000) to
come from the Equipment Capital Reserve Fund established for said purpose. (Majority vote required)- Recommended by the
Selectmen – by unanimous vote.
Motion to approve made by Gary Palumbo, seconded by Tom Schamberg. Chris Wells spoke to this article.
Article 08 passed by unanimous vote.
ARTICLE 09

PAVING TOWN-OWNED ROADS

To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of one hundred fifty-nine thousand dollars ($159,000)
for the purpose of paving town-owned roads. The sum of fifty thousand dollars ($50,000) to come from the Paving Fund
Expendable Trust Fund previously established for said purpose and the remaining one hundred nine thousand ($109,000) to
come from general taxation. This is a non-lapsing ARTICLE and will not lapse until the paving work is complete or
12/31/2025, whichever is sooner. (Majority vote required) – Recommended by the Selectmen – by unanimous vote.
Motion to approve made by Tom Schamberg, seconded by Margaret Doody. Tom Schamberg spoke to this
article.
Article 09 passed by unanimous vote.
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PAVING ETF

To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of fifty thousand dollars ($50,000) to be placed in the
Paving Fund Expendable Trust Fund established in 2007 for said purpose. (Majority vote required) – Recommended by the
Selectmen – by unanimous vote.
Motion to approve by made Chris Wells, seconded by Gary Palumbo. Bill Doody spoke to this article.
Article 10 passed by unanimous vote.
ARTICLE 11

FIRE DEPARTMENT AND FAST SQUAD OPERATING BUDGET

To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of sixty-seven thousand dollars ($67,000) for the
purpose of funding operations for the Wilmot Volunteer Fire Department and the Wilmot F.A.S.T. Squad. (Majority vote
required) – Recommended by the Selectmen – by unanimous vote.
Motion to approve made by Tom Schamberg, seconded by Jonathan Jusczyk. Gary Palumbo spoke to the
article.
Article 11 passed by unanimous vote.
ARTICLE 12

ESTABLISH A FIRE DEPT SCBA AND RADIO CRF

To see if the Town will vote to establish a Fire Department SCBA and Radio Capital Reserve Fund under the
provisions of RSA 35:1, for the purpose of replacing self-contained breathing apparatus (SCBA) packs and two-way radios;
and to raise and appropriate the sum of thirty thousand dollars ($30,000) to be placed in this fund. (Majority vote required)
– Recommended by the Selectmen – by unanimous vote.
Motion to approve made by Tom Schamberg, seconded by Fire Chief Sam Clarke. Chief Clarke spoke to this
article.
Article 12 passed by unanimous vote.
ARTICLE 13

FIRE TRUCK CRF

To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of fifty thousand dollars ($50,000) to be placed in the
Fire Truck Capital Reserve Fund for the replacement of a fire truck. (Majority vote required) – Recommended by the Selectmen
– by unanimous vote.
Motion to approve made by Gary Palumbo, seconded by Tom Schamberg.
Article 13 passed by unanimous vote.
ARTICLE 14

POLICE VEHICLE CRF

To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of six thousand two hundred dollars ($6,200) to be
placed in the Police Vehicle Capital Reserve Fund for the purpose of purchasing a police vehicle. (Majority vote required) –
Recommended by Selectmen – by unanimous vote.
Motion to approve made by Tom Schamberg, seconded by Chris Wells. Police Chief Duncan Domey spoke to
this article.
Article 14 passed by unanimous vote.
ARTICLE 15

FORESTRY TRUCK CRF

To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of five hundred dollars ($500) to be placed in the
Forestry Truck Capital Reserve Fund, established for the purpose of purchasing a forestry vehicle. (Majority vote required) –
Recommended by the Selectmen – by unanimous vote.
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Motion to approve made by Chris Wells, seconded by Gary Palumbo. Tom Schamberg said it is selfexplanatory.
Article 15 passed by unanimous vote.
ARTICLE 16

BRIDGE CRF

To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of ten thousand dollars ($10,000) to be placed in the
Bridge Capital Reserve Fund, established for the purposes of maintaining and repairing Wilmot’s bridges. (Majority vote
required) – Recommended by the Selectmen – by unanimous vote.
Motion to approve made by Tom Schamberg, seconded by Chris Wells.
Article 16 passed by unanimous vote.
ARTICLE 17

TOWN REVALUATION CAPITAL RESERVE FUND

To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of nine thousand dollars ($9,000) to be placed in the
Town Revaluation Capital Reserve Fund established in 2001 for said purpose. (Majority vote required) – Recommended by
the Selectmen – by unanimous vote.
Motion to approve made by Tom Schamberg, seconded by Chris Wells. Gary Palumbo spoke to this article.
Article 17 passed by unanimous vote.
ARTICLE 18

MASTER PLAN ETF

To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of five hundred dollars ($500) to be placed in the
Master Plan Expendable Trust Fund, established in 2017 for said purpose. (Majority vote required) – Recommended by the
Selectmen – by unanimous vote.
Motion to approve made by Mary Fanelli, seconded by Brian McCarthy. Gary Palumbo spoke to this article.
Article 18 passed by unanimous vote.
ARTICLE 19

TOWN FACILITY PRE-CONSTRUCTION CRF

To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of one thousand dollars ($1,000) to be placed in the
Town Facility Pre-Construction Capital Reserve Fund previously established. The one thousand dollars ($1,000) to come
from general taxation. (Majority vote required) – Recommended by the Selectmen – by unanimous vote.
Motion to approve made by Chris Wells, Tom Schamberg seconded and spoke to this article.
Article 19 approved by unanimous vote.
ARTICLE 20

TECHNOLOGY FUND ETF

To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of one thousand dollars ($1,000) to be placed in the
Technology Fund, established in 2014 for the purpose of purchasing and maintaining computer equipment, software, and
technology infrastructure. (Majority vote required.) -- Recommended by the Selectmen - by unanimous vote.
Motion to approve made by Gary Palumbo, seconded by Bill Chaisson. Chris Wells spoke to this article.
Article 20 passed by unanimous vote.
ARTICLE 21

DISCONTINUE 1981 TOWN CEMETERIES TRUST

To see if the town will vote to discontinue the Town Cemeteries Trust created in 1981. Said funds, with accumulated
interest to date of withdrawal (approximately three hundred and three dollars $303), are to be transferred to town's general
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fund. (Majority vote required)- Recommended by the Cemetery Trustees, The Trustees of Trust Funds, and the Selectmen -- by
unanimous vote.
Motion to approve made by Tom Schamberg, seconded by Chris Wells. Cemetery Trustee Al Price spoke to
article.
Article 21 passed by unanimous vote.
ARTICLE 22

CONTRIBUTE TO TOWN CEMETERIES ETF

To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of three hundred and three dollars ($303) to be added
to the Cemetery Maintenance Expendable Trust Fund established in 2020 for said purpose. This sum to come from the
unassigned fund balance. No amount to be raised from taxation. (Majority vote required) Recommended by the Selectmen by unanimous vote.
Motion to approve made by Chris Wells, seconded by Olin Mather. Ann Davis expressed appreciation for the
Cemetery Trustee and the work they do for the town.
Article 22 passed by unanimous vote.
ARTICLE 23

AMBULANCE SERVICE

To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of thirty-one thousand four hundred and forty-four
dollars ($31,444) for the purpose of supporting and funding services of the New London Hospital Ambulance. (Majority vote
required) – Recommended by the Selectmen – by unanimous vote.
Motion to approve made by Jonathan Jusczyk, seconded by Brian McCarthy. Jonathan Jusczyk spoke to this
article.
Article 23 passed by unanimous vote.
ARTICLE 24

WILMOT LEARNING PLACE

To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of four thousand seven hundred fifty dollars ($4,750)
for the purpose of supporting The Wilmot Learning Place. (Majority vote required) – Recommended by the Selectmen – by
unanimous vote.
Motion to approve made by Tom Schamberg, seconded by Mary Fanelli. Tom Schamberg spoke to this article.
Article 24 passed by unanimous vote.
ARTICLE 25

COMMUNITY ACTION PROGRAM

To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of four thousand six hundred dollars ($4,600) for the
purpose of supporting and funding the services of the Community Action Program. (Majority vote required) – Recommended by
the Selectmen – by unanimous vote.
Motion to approve made by Alison Mastin, seconded by Gary Palumbo. Overseer of Public Welfare Alison
Mastin spoke to this article.
Article 25 passed by unanimous vote.
ARTICLE 26

WILMOT COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION

To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of four thousand five hundred dollars ($4,500) for the
purpose of supporting The Wilmot Community Association. (Majority vote required) – Recommended by the Selectmen – by
unanimous vote.
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Motion to approve made by Marc Davis, multiple people seconded. WCA President Ann Davis spoke to this
article.
Article 26 passed by unanimous vote.
ARTICLE 27

LAKE SUNAPEE REGION VNA

To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of three thousand nine hundred forty-four dollars
($3,944) for the purpose of supporting and funding the services of the Lake Sunapee Region Visiting Nurse Association.
(Majority vote required) – Recommended by the Selectmen – by unanimous vote.
Motion to approve made by Margaret Doody, seconded by Tom Schamberg. Tom Schamberg spoke to this
article.
Article 27 passed by unanimous vote.
ARTICLE 28

COUNCIL ON AGING

To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of the two thousand nine hundred dollars ($2,900) for
the purpose of supporting and funding the services of the Kearsarge Area Council on Aging. (Majority vote required) –
Recommended by the Selectmen – by unanimous vote.
Motion to approve made by Tom Schamberg, seconded by Chris Wells. Tom Schamberg spoke to this article.
Article 28 passed by unanimous vote.
ARTICLE 29

CASA (COURT APPOINTED SPECIAL ADVOCATES)

To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of five hundred dollars ($500) for the purpose of
supporting and funding the services of CASA (Court Appointed Special Advocates) for children. (Majority vote required) –
Recommended by the Selectmen – by unanimous vote.
Motion to approve made by Chris Wells, seconded by Tom Schamberg. Tom Schamberg spoke to this article.
Article 29 passed by unanimous vote.
ARTICLE 30

ANY OTHER BUSINESS

To transact any other business that may come before said meeting.
It was noted that Gary Palumbo will be stepping down as Chairman of the Board of Selectmen. The new chair
will be selected during an upcoming Board of Selectmen’s Meeting.
Meeting adjourned at 3:20 pm.
Respectfully submitted,
Lisa Lamson
Wilmot Town Clerk
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Town-Owned Property
As of December 31, 2021
Map

Lot

Sub

Location

Property Description

Acres
38.41
10.44
0.4
0.2
1.25
1.8
1.3
0.28

Town infrastructure
010
004
012
018
015
045
015
046
016
079
016
078
016
098
016
102

0000
0001
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000

91 NH Route 4A
25 NH Route 11
9 North Wilmot Road
11 North Wilmot Road
Pine Hill Road
100 Pine Hill Road
9 Kearsarge Valley Road
Tannery Pond Lane

Highway garage
Transfer station
Town hall
Public library
Wooded lot (possible rec area)
Recreation/baseball field
Town office / common
Dam

Cemeteries
003
003
005
008
013
015
016

0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000

Old North Road
Tewksbury Road
North Wilmot Road
US Route 4
Kearsarge Mtn. Road
Bunker Hill Road
Pine Hill Road

North Road Cemetery
Tewksbury Hill Cemetery
White Pond Cemetery
Eagle Pond Cemetery
Carr Hill Cemetery
Bunker Hill Cemetery
Pine Hill Cemetery

1.0
0.5
0.25
0.14
0.23
3.0
5.1

0000
0000
0000
0000
0000

North Wilmot Road
Bunker Hill Road
North Wilmot Road
Village Road
Village Road

Site of first town house
Town pound
Park with Langley monument
Soldiers’ Monument
Civil War Cemetery/Billy Buskin grave

0.1
0.1
0.4
0.7
0.1

46 Grafton Road
Old North Road
NH Route 4A
NH Route 4A
NH Route 4A
NH Route 4A
Quaker Path
Quaker Path
NH Route 4A
Granite Hill Road
Campground Road
Kearsarge Valley Road
NH Route 4A
14 North Wilmot Road
7 Pedrick Road
Patterson Road
Pine Hill Road
Pine Hill Road
Tannery Pond
Village Road
NH Route 11

Cabin on non-buildable lot
Non-buildable vacant lot
Wooded lot
Wooded lot
Wooded lot
Wooded lot
Mining rights
Mining rights
Wooded lot
Wooded lot
Non-buildable lot
Non-buildable wooded lot
ROW for Patterson Road
Vacant lot
Old highway garage
Wooded embankment plus road
Wooded embankment
Non-buildable triangular lot
Wooded island
Swamp / marsh
Swamp / marsh

0.5
0.1
8.6
7.9
8.0
8.9
~
~
4.44
2.4
0.7
0.8
0.16
0.8
1.0
3.98
3.2
0.4
0.6
5.0
2.0

005
043
003
012
070
036
066

Historical properties
015
010
015
038
015
061
016
023
016
075

Other town-owned properties
001
010
0000
003
007
0000
004
018
0010
004
018
0011
004
018
0012
004
018
0015
004
023
0000
004
024
0000
006
003
0000
007
032
0004
010
005
0000
013
025
0000
015
010
0002
015
013
0000
015
060
0000
015
076
0000
016
067
0000
016
073
0000
016
062
0000
016
099
0000
016
099
0001
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Town of Wilmot Tax Rate History
Apportionment
Town

2016
$7.14

2017
$7.57

2018
$7.42

2019
$7.57

2020
$6.00

2021
$6.14

Local School

$11.69

$11.56

$11.89

$11.86

$10.97

$10.88

State School

$2.51

$2.36

$2.33

$2.17

$1.75

$1.78

County

2.95

$3.02

$2.85

$2.89

$2.42

$2.34

Total Rate

$24.29

$24.51

$24.49

$24.49

$21.14

$21.14

2021 Tax Apportionments

State
School
8%

County
11%
Town
29%

Local School
52%

2021 Tax Rates for Towns in the Kearsarge Regional School District
Town
New London
Newbury
Springfield
Wilmot
Bradford
Sutton
Warner

Valuation with
Utilities
$1,283,814,088
$1,096,047,061
$239,435,436
$223,749,930
$250,775,908
$320,805,720
$326,137,384

Local
Education
$6.44
$4.84
$11.52
$10.88
$10.79
$12.10
$13.57

State
Education
$1.88
$1.52
$1.74
$1.78
$1.83
$1.86
$1.81

County
$2.59
$2.04
$2.56
$2.34
$2.34
$2.40
$2.43

Municipal
$4.48
$2.98
$4.01
$6.14
$8.95
$7.80
$8.50

Total
$15.39
$11.38
$19.83
$21.14
$23.91
$24.16
$26.31

Wilmot has the smallest tax base in the Kearsarge Regional School District, but its tax rate continues to fall in
the middle. It is also remains near the state average of $20.37. Municipalities with lower tax rates tend have
higher valuations and larger tax bases and populations. Given its small population and tax base, Wilmot’s tax
rate is competitive.
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2021 Balance Sheet
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2021 Expenditures
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MS-61 Tax Collector’s Report
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Town Clerk’s Report
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Town Clerk’s Report
(continued)

Photo: Linda Scofield
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Treasurer’s Report for 2021

busy year! Online payment access continues to be a success, with 1,073 transactions totaling
$754,987.28, an increase of 31.5% from 2020’s volume. We also changed banks which resulted in a
218% increase in the amount of interest earned on our money. The office now has a remote check scanner
and postage machine to increase efficiency and faster processing of both deposits and payments. We have been
fortunate again this year to not have to dip into our Reserve fund or take out a TAN (Tax Anticipation Note) to
meet our obligations. We continue to streamline our processes and actively look for ways to save money or
better use the resources we have.
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MS-10 Report of the Common Trust Funds
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MS-9 Report of the Trust and Capital Reserve Funds
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Bandstand Committee
2021 Annual Report
he 2020 concert series was cancelled by the COVID-19 pandemic, but the Wilmot Bandstand Committee produced

a series of seven concerts in July and August 2021. We included some new faces, like the Ferns Family Band and
blues singer Cheryl Arena as well as several perennial favorites. When it came to the vendors, we saw a lot of
seasoned professionals behind the tables, but the Wilmot Learning Place leapt into the fray for the first time. As has been
the case for many years, Coldwell Banker Lifestyles helped us out with a generous donation that allows us to serve free,
fresh popcorn at every show. The popcorn concession is ably managed by volunteer Hayden Brown.
We are planning eight concerts for summer 2022. We have kept the music varied when it comes to genre, and we have
again invited a mix of old favorites and new faces. We have planned for following schedule:
July 9
July 16
July 23
July 30
August 6
August 13
August 20
August 27

Nick’s Other Band
Jack Davis & the Whiskey Stones
The Bel Airs
Cheryl Arena Band
Fantastic Partnerz
FROGZ
Ferns Family Band
Blacklite Band

Classic rock
Americana
Doo wop
Blues
Dance
Folk and rock
Pop
Classic rock

The first concert of summer 2021 featured the Ferns Family Band. The weather was perfect.
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2021 Cemetery Trustees Annual Report

N

ow in the fifth year of the town’s cemeteries restoration project, the last of the nine cemeteries
(Tewksbury) owned by the town, and managed by the trustees, became the focus of our work. The
town’s 10th cemetery (Thompson) is managed by the Thompson family, who completed an access project
whereby a path and opening in the stonewall
invites visitation.
Beginning in May and lasting into October, each
of the 135 headstones at Tewksbury was cleaned
and, if needed, repaired and straightened.
Stones that were in fragments and had lain on
the ground for years have been restored. Others
that had been separated from their bases have
been reattached, thus regaining their original
height. The monument work has now been
completed. The final step will be removing
some large trees along the north wall that lean
over the wall and threaten the monuments.
The entire project at the cemeteries has been
accomplished with volunteers, aside from the
removal of large trees. We would especially like to

Gravestones in Tewksbury Cemetery before righting and repair project.

thank Marcus Click for his many days of
hard work at Tewksbury Cemetery.
Through the efforts of Marcus and the
other volunteers we have saved the town
tens of thousands of dollars. Two of our
local businesses, Scott’s Yard Care and
Alexander Concrete, donated materials.
The town highway department supported
us at every turn when heavy equipment was
required. Most noteworthy, they restored
the bulging stonewall along Route 4 at
Eagle Pond Cemetery.
Each month, on the second Thursday, the
trustees meet at 9 am at the town offices,
or next to it at the bandstand. We plan for
Gravestones in Tewksbury Cemetery after righting and repair project.
upcoming burials: 8 this year. We help people
select cemetery lots, and prepare the paperwork associated with the sale of lots: 7 this year. Furthermore, we
evaluate the condition of each of our cemeteries. Although the restoration project has been completed, there
will always be continuing maintenance to attend to. Cemeteries that are over 200 years old require a lot of
looking after.
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A cataloging and mapping project is underway for all our cemeteries. This, along with reference to
findagrave.com, will help anyone, anywhere, locate a friend or family member’s grave location. The
biographical information on the headstones will be readily available.
Respectfully submitted,
Trustees Al Price, Doug MacDonald, and Pasha Roberts.
Alternate Trustees Chris Jenssen and Ed Weaver
Administrative Assistant Karen Allen

Photo: Jonathan Schwartz
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Wilmot Conservation Commission Activity in 2021

he Conservation Commission currently includes Chair Elizabeth Harper, Vice Chair Doug MacDonald,
Secretary Tom Schamberg, members Ken Kessler, and Bill Clark, and alternates Sandra Rock and Jonathan
Schwartz. This year the WCC has worked to conserve and protect Wilmot’s valuable natural resources by
maintaining trails, planting trees, removing invasive species, and reviewing applications and notices from the
NH Department of Environmental Services related to forestry operations and wetland impacts. We have also
collaborated with a wide range of community organizations to provide engaging educational opportunities.
Education and Outreach
The WCC collaborated with the Wilmot Community Association to co-sponsor a presentation on the effects of
climate change on New Hampshire’s birds given by Pam Hunt from New Hampshire Audubon. Pam presented
the program via Zoom to more
than 60 participants.
As part of Wilmotpalooza, the
WCC co-sponsored a hands-on
presentation with live animals
from the Vermont Institute of
Natural Science (VINS). Local
children observed reptiles up
close and learned from VINs
naturalists.
For the Window on Wilmot
series, the WCC created a display
at the Wilmot Post Office for the
month of September. The display
highlighted the work undertaken
by the WCC at the Donald Hall
Estate to remove a large patch of
invasive Japanese knotweed.
WCC member and Master
Rose Patrick, Ken Kessler, Jonathan Schwartz, and Doug MacDonald planting
Gardener Sandy Rock provided
maple trees at the Pine Hill Cemetery on September 11, 2022.
information on how local residents
can tackle the problem of Japanese knotweed in their own backyards.
Projects
Doug MacDonald continues to lead our efforts to plant more trees on town properties. This year the WCC
planted three maple trees at the Pine Hill Cemetery. We are grateful to the highway department for their
assistance in digging the holes and to Andy MacDonald for volunteering his time and arboriculture expertise to
help with the project.
Ken Kessler, Bill Clark, and Doug MacDonald maintained trails throughout Wilmot this year, including the
Langenau Brook Trail, the Butterfield Pond Trail, and trails on the Clayton Nowell Conservation Easement and
the new Cassey Brook Preserve. We are pleased to continue our work with Ausbon Sargent to conserve land in
Wilmot and to ensure public access to land and trails.
Sandra Rock led members of the WCC, including Doug MacDonald, Ken Kessler, Tom Schamberg, and
Elizabeth Harper in efforts to eradicate a patch of invasive Japanese knotweed at the Donald Hall Estate. A
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demonstration plot shows how smothering, rather than pesticides, can be used as a technique to control the
invasive plant. The project has been successful and provides an excellent example of a technique that can be
used by homeowners attempting to control Japanese knotweed on their own properties. Thanks to Doug
MacDonald for the use of his Kubota tractor which made this project possible. The highway department was
also instrumental in delivering wood chips to the site.
Representing Wilmot at regional meetings:
WCC members have represented Wilmot at regional meetings this year. Doug MacDonald served on the
Ausbon Sargent Outreach Committee, and Elizabeth Harper attended quarterly Ausbon Sargent roundtable
discussions with Conservation Commission members from surrounding towns.
Policy
Throughout the year, the WCC has received and reviewed Expedited Wetland Review Permits, Shoreland
Water Quality Protection Act Applications, Intent to Cut Applications, and Forestry Notifications from DES.
We have also responded to concerns from residents about potential violations of wetland policies.
Future Projects
In 2022 the WCC plans to plant more trees at the Pine Hill Cemetery, address the issue of invasive species on
town properties, co-host educational presentations with the Wilmot Library and the Wilmot Community
Association, and maintain trails, among other projects. We will continue to work with local land trusts
including Ausbon Sargent with the goal of increasing the number of conservation easements in Wilmot. We are
developing a tool library to be housed at the Wilmot Public Library that will allow residents to check out tools
like the ‘puller bear’ to assist in the removal of invasive plants. We will also begin work on efforts to protect
town wetlands with the
goal of maintaining our
drinking water
resources and reducing
potential flood damage.

Sandra Rock, Ken Kessler, and Doug MacDonald with his Kubota tractor removing invasive
Japanese knotweed from an experimental plot at the Donald Hall Estate.
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Wilmot Highway Department
2021 Annual Report

he year started and ended with snow and ice requiring many weekends on the road for the crew. Keeping
up with the changing winter weather conditions has been quite a challenge overall. One blessing was the
absence of a mud season this spring that allowed us to sweep the paved roads and start repair on the gravel roads
after the last snowfall on April 15.
We are currently short a crew member and, in these
times, it may be hard to replace him. The rest of the
crew have stepped up to the plate and filled in as well as
they could. Finding a reliable and competent person
with a CDL license who will fit in with the crew is not
an easy matter these days. There is definitely a labor
shortage.
Paving
We reclaimed another section of Cross Hill Road down
to Shindagan Road and then topped Shindagan to
Campground Road and over the Campground Road
bridge. While we were in that area, we finished paving
the gravel section of Juniper Lane and topped the whole road. We also paved another section of Kearsarge
Valley Road and reclaimed and
paved Old Winslow Road. Due to
rainy weather conditions and the
shortage of labor on the paving
crew, the project went well into the
fall. Much preparation was needed
to complete this extensive paving
program. We replaced many
culverts and ditched the targeted
roads to provide adequate drainage
for the roadbeds. Federal American
Rescue Plan Act (ARPA) monies
reimbursed a lot of the expense for
materials used.
Equipment
Through a warrant article in the
spring, we acquired a new John
Deere backhoe (see photo). We were
New John Deere backhoe
also able to buy a new sander out of the
operating budget. ARPA money provided reimbursement to line items that are related to flood control and
freed up monies elsewhere in the budget. Because the select board has been guided by the Capital Improvement
Plan (CIP), the highway department has been able to replace equipment on a regular basis.
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Transfer Station
There were personnel changes at the transfer station this year.
Jim Merchant was taken ill in February, and Dave Lorden retired
in the fall. Jerry Williams and Monique Jevne are our new
attendants. Both have backgrounds in recycling. Keeping up with
the growing amount of trash and recyclables has become quite a
challenge. Due to a shortage of drivers, we were not able to
remove recycling bins in a timely manner in the latter part of the
year. We would urge residents to practice the Reduce and Reuse
part of the recycling mantra if we are to stem the growing cost of
trash removal. This year, the only commodities that are
producing income from recycling are cardboard and metal. Of
the two, only the metal yields enough to cover hauling costs. A
new contract was signed with Naughton through NRRA to
dispose of waste and recyclables.
Other
In addition to road work, we did a lot of community work and
helped other town agencies. The crew helped the cemetery
Snowman in a safety vest
committee dig holes for the new trees they are planting; put up the
tent for the garden club for their annual plant sale; moved a piano and other items from the town hall; held a
50/50 raffle at the band concert to raise funds for Jim Merchant; and worked several days to help clean up a
tax-deeded property that was being prepared for sale.
Respectfully submitted,
Tim Martin, Road Agent

Kimpton Brook from Stearns Road toward Mt. Kearsarge.
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Wilmot Planning Board Activity in 2021

he Wilmot Planning Board meets once a month at 6:30 p.m. In 2021 they changed the meeting date to the
third Thursday of each month. They began the year meeting via Zoom. From June onward the board met
in person at the town offices but continued to offer access to the meetings via Zoom. A quorum of the
board must be present in person, but other members may participate in discussions and vote remotely.
The planning board: Jeff Gill (chair), Scott McCullough (vice chair), Linda Scofield (secretary), Pat Brown,
Mark Kozikowski, Jonathan Schwartz, and alternate Heather Mather. Gary Palumbo is the select board liaison.
Decisions made by the board
Subdivisions
45 Howe Road (Map/Lot 013-048-000) | A two-lot subdivision was approved for Peggy Tremonte. A new
survey of the parcel by Colin Brown revealed that 10 acres of it belonged to the State of New Hampshire is part
of Mt. Kearsarge State Park. It had been incorrectly marked by the state. The land was in current use and the
amount of tax paid was small. The
subdivision was allowed because the new
11.1-acre parcel (Map/Lot 013-0480001) had >150 feet of frontage on
Howe Road. The Tremonte house is on
the 15.77-acre remainder.
41 Juniper Lane (Map/Lot 010-0100005) | Brian Kane and Dianne
Chadwick requested a two-lot
subdivision requested by of a 9.15-acre
lot. The approval created a new 4-acre
lot (Map/Lot 010-010-0005-1) that
fronts on Campground Road. There are
wetlands along the road, but an upland
location for the driveway was found. It
will require a 24-inch culvert. The
upland portion of the lot is small, so a
condition was added to the approval that
Early spring evening on Chase Pond.
the locations of the septic system and
drinking-water well must conform to state regulations.

Photo: Borden Ayers

Site plan reviews
7 NH Route 11 (Map/Lot 012-015-0000) | Salon/barbershop | Russell Jewell Jr. proposed converting a
residence into a business. He got a variance from the Zoning Board of Adjustments (see that page) because the
lot is in the Residential District. The new use was approved with the condition that the building continue to
outwardly resemble a home. Lighting is required to be downward directed and kept to a minimum. Hours of
operation are set. Signage follows rules for the Residential District.
9 NH Route 11 (Map/Lot 012-016-0000) | Equipment maintenance garage | Russell Jewell Jr. proposed
reactivating a use that was discontinued more than a decade before. As above, this required a variance, which
was granted. The site plan was approved with conditions: he can repair only his own equipment, he must
adhere to set daylight hours of operation, snowplow trucks are permitted to exit and return according to the
demands of weather, and area lighting must have minimal effect on the residents next door.
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6 Old Winslow Road (Map/Lot 011-067-0000) | Six-unit apartment building | Will Davis of Horizons
Engineering presented for owner Dan Bruzga. This is an amendment to a site plan approved in 2018. The
hearing began in December 2020, and it was continued until September 2021. Davis initially presented a
“clouded” plan that showed all the proposed amendments. He did not bring it to the September hearing and
Gary Palumbo made a list of all the
amendments he could find. These
included changes to lighting, patios,
and removal of a berm and
construction of a wall. These
amendments were approved but paving
the parking lot and other amendments
were not on the list. Bruzga and Davis
subsequently submitted another siteplan-amendment application to account
for these omissions. At year’s end that
application was pending.
28 Ridgewood Drive (Map/Lot 011044-0002) | Boat storage lot | Michael
Castellini of Blue Water Storage
explained that boats and recreational
vehicles
would be stored at the site. He
Photo: Linda Scofield
addressed the board’s concerns about
fuel in the boats’ tanks and said all batteries would be removed. The former Genter Care buildings will remain
in place for now, possibly permanently. As there is demand, over time Blue Water will construct storage-unit
buildings on the lot, gradually displacing the stored boats. A second site plan application was submitted for the
storage-unit buildings. It was pending at year’s end.
Lot-line adjustment
5 and 7 NH Route 11 (Map/Lot 012-014-000 / 012-015-0000) | A new survey found that a corner of Peter
and Jen Johnson’s lot was in the middle of Russell Jewell’s driveway. That corner was moved eastward, and the
adjacent corner was moved westward. This made the line parallel to the driveway and caused an equal exchange
of area between the lots. The board approved the adjustment, which was a condition of approving the site plan
review for 012-015-0000 (above).
Home occupations and cottage industries
Fire Line Landscaping | 75 Pound Road (Map/Lot 015-039-0013) | Tim O’Neill and Melynda Seaholm will
erect a barn in which to store most of their equipment. Therefore, they were classified as a home occupation
and did not have to go through site plan review. To be a home occupation, a residence must continue to
resemble a residence even though a business is present.
Johnson Landscaping | 5 NH Route 11 (Map/Lot 012-014-0000) | Peter and Jen Johnson received approval as
a home occupation after they demonstrated that most of their equipment could be stored out of view. All stored
landscaping materials must also be stored out of view.
Montgomery Farm Stand | 326 Kearsarge Valley Road (Map/Lot 013-034-0000) | Lisa Montgomery and Eric
Lake have sold vegetables at the side of the road for years. But the size and scope of the stand has grown, and it
is now a year-round operation. Because customers stop only briefly, the board approved it as a home occupation
even though it is a retail business.
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Business sign permits
Park N Go Market |18 Elkins Road (Map/Lot 011-040-0000) | A new sign was approved because it is the
same size as the old one and mounted in the same place. The original sign predates zoning in Wilmot and so,
although the business is in the Residential District, the sign’s size and lighting are grandfathered. The board
denied an initial application for a larger sign.
Huckleberry Propane & Oil |
501 NH Route 11 (Map/Lot
011-042-0027) | Two signs
were approved, as they met
all requirements in the zoning
ordinance. One is a freestanding sign set in the middle
of the front slope outside the
perimeter fence. The other is
mounted on the hood over
the oil and diesel tanks. The
business is in the Commercial
District.
Blue Water Storage LLC | 28
Ridgewood Drive (Map/Lot
011-044-0002) | Two signs
were approved. They are
banners mounted on a fence
Photo: Linda Scofield
and a building. Blue Water
regards them as transitional, but because they will be up longer than 30 days, they are deemed permanent and
therefore require a permit. The business is in the Commercial District
Changes to the zoning ordinance in 2021
A public hearing was held on January 11, 2011, to discuss adding short-term rentals as an allowed use. They are
now a new use allowed use in all districts (Article II, Section V). A definition that distinguishes them from
motels and other accommodations was added to Article XIII, Definitions. Planner Adam Ricker said the New
Hampshire Municipal Association had differentiated short- from long-term rentals. The latter are allowed by
right, but the former must be listed in an ordinance to be legal. The board voted to send the proposed change to
the 2021 ballot where it passed, 125 to 14.
Proposed changes to the zoning ordinance in 2022
Several topics were considered that will not be proposed as changes this year. The board discussed adding
regulations for privies, changing minimum lot size and setbacks in the village district, and adjusting allowed uses
in and changing the extent of village and commercial districts.
Changes that will be recommended this year include the following: (1) revise and simplify the measurement of
building height; (2) remove the option to allow larger business signs; (3) consolidate all references to Class VI
roads to Article III; (4) add “civil union” to the definition of Family in Article XIII; and (5) specify that business
signs must be lit from outside, be shielded, and have a brightness <1800 lumens (=100-Watt bulb).
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Proposed changes to site plan review regulations in 2022
The board discussed site plan review regulations through most of the year. Chair Jeff Gill focused on making
more formal the process for amending site plans. An approved plan can be amended if the approved work is not
yet completed. The property owner must submit a new application and an amended plan. Gill suggested all
changes from what has been approved be highlighted with a graphic “cloud” around each altered or new feature.
Each of these must be numbered and refer to a list in
the “revision block” on the plan, where the
amendments are described. Furthermore, the initial
approved plan is considered “Version 0” and the first
amended plan must be labeled “Version 1” and
include a date.
Linda Scofield suggested that the changes also be
presented as a separate written document because
creating the clouded document might be too much for
non-professionals. Town administrator Meghan Foley
said a written document would be easier for the select
board to work with for enforcement purposes.
Gary Palumbo wanted to the regulations to become
unambiguous about the fact that penalties would be
levied if property owners did not abide by the
conditions of site plan approval. Ultimately, planner
Olivia Uyizeye found penalty amounts and schedules
in state statutes (e.g., RSA 31:39-c).
While a public hearing is necessary to change the
regulations, they do not have to be on the ballot in
March. Therefore, a hearing will be held later in
2022.
Capital Improvement Program
(CIP) Committee

Photo: Linda Scofield

The CIP committee reconvened to update the 5-year plan. The plan is schedule of allocations into several
reserve funds. The aim is to build up over a period of years the amount of money required to purchase a large
item or pay for a large project instead of hitting the taxpayers with the cost all at once.
The committee includes Bill Doody (chair), Mary Fanelli, Jeff Gill, Liz Kirby, and Tom Schamberg.
In November Bill Doody presented the update. Because the town received a $303,502 grant from LCHIP, the
committee was able to reassign money initially earmarked for the town hall to other capital projects. Significant
capital items that the town will need in the new few years include a dump truck, a grader, rehabilitation of the
town hall, a fire truck, paving, a police cruiser, and possibly a new facility for the police. The board voted to
accept the update and sent it to the select board.
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Wilmot Police Department 2021 Annual Report

T

he past year has been full of changes at the Wilmot Police Department, the biggest of these being a total
turnover of personnel. Thank you to Chief David Zuger, Officers Eben Lamson and Russ Lamson, and
Administrative Assistant Tracy Feinauer for your many years of service to the town. Congratulations on your
retirement Dave! This past fall Juliet Valela became our new administrative assistant.
I became Wilmot’s Police Chief in May 2021 after 15 years of service as a police officer, most recently in the
Town of Sutton. I also served more than 20 years in the U.S. Army, retiring from the National Guard in 2020. I
feel privileged to be Chief of Police here in the town that has been my family’s home since 2010. My wife
Adrienne and I love our small-town environment
and are grateful to be able to raise our four children
here.
Thank you to the many residents of Wilmot who
have warmly welcomed me. Thank you to the Board
of Selectmen for their confidence in me and for
being such a pleasure to work with. Thank you to
the Wilmot Volunteer Fire Department for
welcoming me into their building and as part of the
great team that serves our town. I look forward to
our work together in 2022. I thank New London
Police and Dispatch, Sutton Police, and Andover
Police for their invaluable help as I have transitioned
into the chief’s position. Thank you to New
Hampshire State Police and the Merrimack County
Sheriff’s Office for covering cases and issues. Many
special thanks to Town Administrator Meghan Foley
for her kind and patient day-to-day assistance as I
get up and running.

Town clerk Lisa Lamson swears in new Chief of Police Duncan
Domey in May. (Photo: Bill Chaisson)

Since we came on board, Juliet and I have been very
busy going over and through everything at the police
department office. We’ve updated the filing system,
technology and equipment, policies and procedures,
alarm lists, etc. Many of these projects have had me
tied up in the office more than I would like. You will
see me out and about more as these things wrap up.

We have a new radar sign that is up and has been working well. You will see it around town. We also
conducted an intersection safety study on the intersection of Route 11 and Kearsarge Valley Road and have
applied to the state for a grant to increase safety.
As the only police officer in town, I must wear many hats and pivot quickly. In 2022 I will focus on hiring one
or two part-time officers to assist with patrol duties. This is the first time in decades that Wilmot has not had
any part-timers. We have many other projects in the works to keep this department moving forward.
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I welcome your thoughts and questions. The Police Department is in an office inside the Fire Station off Route
11. The best way to get a hold of me is to call 603-526-2646 or email police@wilmotnh.org.
In closing, I would like to thank all the town officials, town departments, and, of course, the residents of the
town of Wilmot for their support.
Respectfully Submitted,
Duncan Domey, Chief of Police
2021 Calls for Service
911 Hang up

2

Mental Health Related

14

Abandoned Vehicle

5

Missing Person

1

Traffic Accident/Vehicle off
road
Alarm

20

Motor Vehicle Complaint

12

29

Noise Disturbance

7

Animal Complaint

38

OHRV Complaint/Issues

2

Arrest

1

Open Door/Window/Gate

2

Assist Citizen/Motorist

37

Paperwork Service/Relay

53

Assault

1

Pistol Permits

3

Assist Other Agency

23

Property Lost/Found/Damage

9

Burglary

2

Property Check

12

Civil issue/Stand-By

2

Protective Order Violation

1

Criminal Mischief/Disorderly

4

Public Event Participation

9

Criminal Threat

1

Road Hazard/Obstruction

21

Directed Patrol

149

Unlock – House/Car

5

Domestic Dispute

1

Unwanted Subject

4

Assist Fire/Ambulance

20

Stalking

1

Fraud

11

Suspicious Person/Incident

21

Harassment

1

Theft

7

Internet Crimes Against
Children
Illegal Burn

2

Traffic Stop

42

2

Vin Check

4

Juvenile Issue

6

Welfare Check

10

Littering/Dumping

1

Wires Down

13

Various Other

60

TOTAL CALLS FOR SERVICE
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Wilmot Supervisors of the Checklist Report for 2021

he Supervisors of the Checklist (SOC) safeguard and maintain the integrity of Wilmot’s voter registration
checklist and accurately report voter information data to the Secretary of State, as required by law. We are
paid, elected officials with six-year terms. As of December 31, 2021, there were a total of 1,043 voters in our
town: 455 Undeclared, 327 Democrat, and 261 Republican.
The SOC are required by law to hold public sessions throughout the year at specific times in order to approve
new voter registration applications, update voter information, and remove names from the checklist if
appropriate (e.g., due to death or moving out of town).
We are in attendance at the polling location all day for every election in order to register new voters, oversee
use of the checklist by the ballot clerks, and adjudicate certain matters that may come before us. When the polls
close, the SOC report the recorded number of people who voted to the town clerk and town moderator. In
days after the election, we report voter information to the Secretary of State as required by law, using the state
election data website. We are also in attendance at the Kearsarge school board deliberative session in early
January.
2021 duties for the SOC included the town election in March and the once-every-ten-year State Voter
Verification Process conducted during the summer, which involved attempting to contact voters who had not
voted in the past four years to confirm their eligibility to remain on the checklist.
Working closely with the town clerk and town moderator, we are just one part of a larger team ensuring
trustworthy elections in Wilmot. We thank all volunteers and voters for their cooperation and support.
Additional thanks to the town office staff for their assistance throughout the year.
Respectfully submitted,
Supervisors of the Checklist
Margaret Doody
Mary Kulacz
Alison Gill

Village Road, Wilmot Flat
(Photo: Jonathan Schwartz)
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The Town of Wilmot Overseer of the Public Welfare
2021 Report

he quality of public assistance in our community has remained consistent and strong. The assistance from
the Wilmot Overseer of the Public Welfare remains all-encompassing. With the addition of some very
successful community non-profits, residents are given great opportunities to receive assistance in times of need,
learn to help themselves, and to move forward in a positive direction.
The goal of the department is to assist residents who are in need so they will be able to obtain their basic
necessities for living at the time of their application. Sometimes this is an emergency situation, and sometimes
the assistance must go on for a longer period of time. The end goal is to enable our residents to “get back on
track” or “to pick up the pieces and move forward.” For each person or family receiving assistance, I try to set
up a permanent plan for the future.
The greatest needs over the past 12 months
have been assistance with rent; utilities, in
order to keep them from being turned off;
food items; and car repairs, to make it
possible for people to get to work to support
their families and fulfill the need for personal
connections. Covid-19 has made the personal
connections more difficult to maintain.
However, I believe that residents that need
help are getting it.
I will continue to strive to move Wilmot
forward in the area of public assistance and
reach everyone who is in need. Our town has
a long-standing tradition of helping our
community members and looking out for our
neighbors, and I have been working hard to
try to improve what we can do for one
another. Working with folks in need is
incredibly rewarding and I look forward to
continuing to serve the Town of Wilmot in
this role.
Respectfully Submitted,
Alison V Mastin
Wilmot Overseer of the Public Welfare
Photo: Borden Ayers
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Zoning Board of Adjustments Activity in 2021

he Wilmot Zoning Board of Adjustments met five times in 2021. It held three public hearings to hear
requests for a variance. Variances are granted if (1) it is not contrary to the public interest; (2) the spirit of
the ordinance is observed; (3) substantial justice is done; (4) values of the surrounding properties are not
diminished; and (5) literal enforcement of the provisions of the ordinance would result in “unnecessary
hardship.” It granted all three requests.
The zoning board: Elizabeth Harper (chair), Mike Lasonde (vice chair), Judith
Hauck, Russell Jewell, and Susan Ware. Sue had been an alternate but
became a full member with resignation of Eric Priest in the spring. At the
spring meeting, Judy stepped down as chair and was succeeded by Elizabeth.
Mike agreed to step in as vice chair in the interim, and at the fall meeting he
agreed to remain vice chair for the rest of the year. There are presently no
alternates to the zoning board although two are suggested by state statute.
Decisions made in 2021
6 Old Winslow Road (Map/Lot 011-067-0000) | Dan Bruzga | Variance for
building height | The zoning ordinance specifies that no building can be taller
than 35 feet at the peak. This is more complicated when the building is on a
slope. Because the applicant removed a berm in front of the building, the
north side of the structure was now over 37 feet high. Deputy Fire Chief Phil
Tannery Pond dam (Photo: Shandi Elliott)
Nicholson told the board that because the building has a sprinkler system, the
department is less concerned about being able to reach windows with ladders. He said firefighters would be able
to set ladders on top of the stone planter. In addition, the building is equipped with a “fire department
connection” so that in the event of a power outage, the sprinkler system can be powered by the fire trucks. The
board review the five criteria (above) in light of this testimony and granted the variance.
9 NH Route 11 (Map/lot 012-016-0000) |Russell Jewell | Operate a business the Residential District |
Jewell, a member of the board, recused himself. He wished to renew the use of garage on the lot as an
equipment maintenance facility, as his father had 12 years earlier. The elder Jewell’s was grandfathered. A lapse
of more than two years requires a variance to resume the same use. This request is a “hardship variance” and is
necessary because the proposed use is counter Article II, Section V, iii of the zoning ordinance. The “hardship”
refers to the lot not the applicant. If conditions on the lot are unsuited for residential use, then it would be a
hardship alter it to make it suited for that use. The variance was granted because the lot is only 0.8 acres, has a
large existing commercial structure, and power transmission lines cross the lot. The board put restrictions on
the approval: Jewell may not rent out space to commercial users, which had been a concern of the abutters. He
must also limit traffic levels in and out.
7 NH Route 11 (Map/lot 012-015-0000) |Russell Jewell | Operate a business the Residential District |
Jewell, also recused himself in this case. He proposed a new commercial use at a former residence in a
Residential District. This hardship variance was granted for similar reasons to the one above. In this case,
Abutter concerns were focused on the amount of traffic that a salon/barbershop would entail and whether
having a business there would diminish residential property values. The board granted the variance with two
conditions (1) the property should retain a residential appearance and (2) the planning board should set the
hours of operation of the business so as to minimize the impact on the abutters.
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Wilmot Public Library in 2021

021 was an exciting year at the Wilmot Public Library, with new books, diverse programs, and a growing
number of volunteers and patrons. Despite ongoing COVID-related limitations, Library Director Glynis
Hart and Assistant Mary Fanelli kept the library open throughout the year, providing valuable services to the
community.
One highlight of the year was the summer reading program “All About Trees,” which engaged participants of all
ages, and included indoor and outdoor activities. Another one of the year’s highlights was the introduction of
pottery classes in the Joyce Tawney Creativity Lab for middle and high school students, led by Wilmot’s new
potter, Chris Gerhart. The wide array of other inperson and Zoom programs offered this year
included a visit from Queen Victoria, a poetry
workshop with Wilmot poet Ewa Chrusciel, and
presentations about the First Amendment, the
Middle East, and beer brewing in New Hampshire.
The library collaborated in programming with the
Town’s first Donut Festival and with a discussion
series hosted by the First Congregational Church of
Wilmot, UCC.
In addition to constantly updating the collection of
books, periodicals, videos, and other visual
materials, Glynis has created a Library of Things:
hands-on activities and objects for patrons to
borrow. Did you know the library owns a telescope
Potter Chris Gerhart turned the Creativity Lab into a ceramics
and microscope set? There are also binoculars,
studio, which proved popular.
learning
games,
board games, cake pans, and even a “PullerBear” tool for removing
invasive species.
Patrons may request books not held in Wilmot through the
Interlibrary Loan, and downloadable books are available to patrons
through the New Hampshire State Library.
Thanks to a very generous anonymous grant, the library has
purchased an LTE router/hotspot and supporting data plan that
patrons may borrow to strengthen Wi-Fi service where needed,
especially in Wilmot areas with little or no internet. This grant was
also used to purchase a much-needed new computer, to bring back
the very popular Road to Independence “Reading with Donkeys”
program, and to upgrade the library’s website.

Poet Ewa Chrusciel

The Creativity Lab is available for meetings and other activities. We are pleased that Alcoholics Anonymous and
Al-Anon make use of this space on a regular basis.
This report would not be complete without thanks to the volunteers who make smooth operation of our library
possible.
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The first annual Wilmot Donut Festival,
October 2021. Games and donkeys for kids;
donuts and music by FROGZ for everyone.

And heartfelt
thanks to the
Friends of the Wilmot Library (FOWPL) for their
ongoing and important encouragement, enthusiasm,
and generous financial support. Of special note is their
2021 adoption and adaptation of the historic December
“Cookie Walk,” previously conducted by the Wilmot
Ladies Aid Society.
More information about the library is available on our
website (www.wilmotlibrary.org) or by calling the
library at 603-526-6804. If you don’t already get the
newsletter, you can call or email to add your name to
the list (wilmotlibrary@comcast.net). Things are
happening at the Wilmot Public Library!

The kids enjoy rocking out with the ever-popular Mr. Aaron.

Respectfully submitted,
Margaret Doody, Chair,
for the Board of Trustees:
Judy Hauck, Treasurer
Janet Schwartz, Secretary,
Jaimie Jusczyk and Chris Jenssen, Alternates

A “tree walk” with UNH Extension field specialist Tim Fleury.
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2021 WILMOT PUBLIC LIBRARY FINANCIAL REPORT
($)
SUMMARY
Beginning Balance (12/31/20)
36,815
Net Income 2021
-1,238 *
Ending Balance (12/31/21)
35,577
DETAIL
Income
Town of Wilmot
NH Charitable Foundation
FOWPL
Donations
Room Rental
Book sales/other
2020 Brown Grant
Tech/Program Grant
Total Income
Expense
Administration
Collections
Occupancy
Personnel
Programs
Technology
Fees
2020 Brown Grant
Tech/Donor Grant
Total Expense
Net

47,830
4,586
5,000
1,734
430
81
5,000
5,000
69,661
2,490
7,662
7,460
43,832
1,572
1,240
40
4,951
1,652 **
70,899
-1,238 *

SPENDING AUTHORITY
Authorized by Town
Unanticipated 2021 income
Total amount authorized to spend
* Funded by previous years' unspent donations.
** Balance ($3,348) to be spent in 2022.

Rvsd 1/20/22
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Friends of the Wilmot Public Library
2021 Report

he mission of the Friends of the Wilmot Public Library is the same today as it was 34 years ago when it was
formed and recognized as a non-profit by the State of New Hampshire. Each year we raise funds to
contribute to the library. There are used to enrich its offerings to the community. Thanks to the generosity of
our many members and neighbors, every year we are able to contribute thousands of dollars to the library.
Typically, we have fundraisers throughout the year, while also depending on membership dues and donations.
Since the start of the pandemic, our activities have been curtailed. However, we have adjusted to our new
“normal” and with planning and protective measures (vaccinations, masks, hand sanitizers, and distancing), we
have been able to hold some of our regular
events. This year, we had our annual bake sale at
the March Town Voting Day, followed by
another bake sale in May for the delayed Town
Meeting, which was held outside between the
library and the Congregational church. We had
another successful bandstand dinner in July;
thanks to all who attended and contributed. In
September, we participated in the
Wilmotpalooza, where we had a table with free
books, rock painting, and assorted games. The
Donut Festival followed in October. We closed
the year with our successful Cookie Sale at the
December Craft Fair.
With thanks to our friends and community, we
were able to donate $5,000 to the library’s
operating budget in 2021.
Behind the operation of our wonderful Library is
its dedicated library director, staff, and
volunteers, who have kept the library open and
provided safe access to the books, movies, and
other offerings within its walls. Our thanks to the
community for all you have done to keep our
library thriving. We encourage you to take
advantage of the many activities that the library
has to offer.

FOWPL volunteers supervise rock painting at Wilmotpalooza.

As always, membership in the Friends is open to
all. We welcome anyone interested in the library to join. Our annual dues are only $5.00 per person, and, of
course, an extra donation is always welcomed. Be safe, be well, and enjoy 2022 and know that we are grateful
for everyone’s support.
Respectfully submitted,
Joanne Franklin
Secretary
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Wilmot Community Association Report for 2021

he Wilmot Community Association’s (WCA) Board of Directors is always grateful for the support of its
friends and neighbors. However, our gratitude knows no bounds for the wonderful support the
community gave the WCA in 2021. Thanks to the generosity of our many friends who supported the
WCA through their donations, the WCA weathered another year of COVID-19.
For almost 60 years the Wilmot Community Association (WCA) has been Bringing Neighbors Together with
programs that connect people. Consequently, 2021 presented significant, but not insurmountable, challenges
for the organization.
After being closed for nearly 12 months, the WCA reopened the Red Barn for classes and other rentals in
March. From May until October, Timmy Patten Park was open to Wilmot residents to picnic, paddle on
Tannery Pond, or play on the swings and
slide.
The annual trash pickup along town roads in
May was a spectacular success. More than
100 people participated. Volunteers adopted
nearly every stretch of road in town. We
estimate that participants donated more than
225 hours to ensure Wilmot’s roadsides
looked great.
Throughout the summer and early fall, all
WCA-sponsored activities were outdoors.
Events included a Pie Sale at the Wilmot
Farmers Market in July, Wilmotpalooza in
September, and trick or treating outside the
Red Barn. For Halloween, board members
Amber Gove and Rachel Seamans decorated the porch at the Red Barn and handed out more than 50 goodie
bags to eager youngsters.
The WCA hosted its Holiday Craft Fair, ably managed by Darlene Delano, chairperson, at the New London
Outing Club’s Indoor Center. Santa visited the Red Barn in December to the delight of the young and young at
heart.
Through the power of Zoom, the WCA offered two programs in late winter/early spring. Simon Brooks,
professional storyteller, regaled his virtual audience with love stories just in time for Valentine’s Day. A second
program, presented by Pam Hunt, senior biologist in avian conservation for N.H. Audubon, and co-sponsored
with the Wilmot Conservation Commission, examined the effect of changing climate conditions on birds in
New Hampshire.
The second annual photography contest for the Mount Kearsarge/Lake Sunapee region—and the associated
fundraising calendar featuring 12 winning photographs—was a fabulous way to connect residents and visitors to
our beautiful community. We will repeat the contest and calendar in 2022.
As stewards of community assets—the Red Barn and Timmy Patten Park—the board approved two significant
capital improvements for the Red Barn. In July, after a successful 18-month fundraising campaign, a new
standing-seam metal roof was installed on the Red Barn. The board approved a new ventilation system for the
function room with MERV-13 filters, which will be installed in early 2022. We look forward to resuming a full
schedule of programs, activities, and fundraising events as soon as it is safe to do so.
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Always seeking ways to expand the community’s access to its facilities, the WCA board approved a new
program that allows local not-for-profits, casual Wilmot groups and clubs, and Wilmot town boards,
commissions, and committees to use the Red Barn for regular meetings at no charge. In September, the WCA
became the chartered organization for Cub Scout Pack 71.
The WCA continued its tradition of investing in local students through scholarships. Josiah Gove received the
Chief David White Scholarship, named for David White, a former Wilmot police chief.
After more than seven years with the organization, Susan Nye, the WCA’s able administrator, retired to spend
more time cooking, writing, and walking around Pleasant Lake. Susan employed the skills she learned in the
corporate world to lay a strong
foundation for the organization. In
November, Jodi Hedderig, who
has more than two decades of
experience coordinating public
engagement experiences, joined
the organization as administrator.
She has a strong background in
recruiting and training volunteers,
developing and presenting
programs, and facilities
management.
The WCA is a member-based 501
(c) (3) not-for-profit organization.
It is funded through donations, including the Annual Fund and Membership Drive, grants, memorial gifts,
fundraising events, and rental income. Membership is open to everyone. The organization owns two facilities,
the Red Barn, a community center on Village Road, and Timmy Patten Park, on Shindagan Road. The Red Barn
has a commercial kitchen, a function room, and the organization’s offices. The Red Barn also is home to the
Wilmot Learning Place, a private preschool. Timmy Patten Park on Tannery Pond has a playground, picnic
area, and beach. Town residents with a valid transfer station sticker and WCA members and their guests are
welcome to use the property. Both facilities are available for rent.
We invite you to join the WCA. To stay up to date on WCA activities, you can visit www.WilmotWCA.org
and follow us on Facebook. For more information, please contact the WCA at wca@tds.net.
Respectfully submitted,
WCA’s Board of Directors,
Ann Davis, president

Amber Gove

Adam Glass, vice president

Brian McCarthy

Dana Bascom, treasurer

Michelle Pike

Lori Meding, secretary

Rachel Seamans
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Wilmot Volunteer Fire Department Annual Report 2021

e began 2021 hosting several drive-thru breakfast fundraisers at the fire station. Our auxiliary members prepared a
delicious menu, and department members passed meals out the window to hungry patrons. While we miss seeing
our neighbors and friends at our buffet breakfasts, we enjoyed providing a delicious breakfast that could be enjoyed at home.
At town meeting in May, voters approved the warrant article to establish a Capital Reserve Fund for the purpose of
replacing our self-contained breathing apparatus (SCBA) and two-way radios. This fund helps to disperse the tax burden of
these major purchases over several years, instead of requesting a single large warrant article for replacement.
In August, we were selected by the New Hampshire Charitable Foundation as a Barstone Fund grant recipient. Our officers
and members
brainstormed how
best to expend this
grant and ultimately
decided to purchase
three Seek thermalimaging cameras.
These hand-held
devices feature highresolution thermal
sensors, waterproof
design, long-lasting
rechargeable
batteries, three
color modes, and
retractable cords
with carabiners, so
they can be fastened
to a member’s
personal protective
equipment (PPE).
We took delivery of
six new sets of PPE
this year: three sets
of bloodborne
pathogen-resistant
EMS gear and three
Chief Sam Clarke (left), Deputy Chief Phil Nicholson (center), and members of the Wilmot Volunteer Company serve chili at
sets of firefighter
one of the 2021 bandstand concerts on the Wilmot common. (Photo: Lindy Heim)
turnout gear. Our
Equipment Committee
has worked hard over the last year to document the expiration dates for our current inventory of PPE. With this information
we’ve worked to implement a replacement plan to ensure that all members are protected properly during calls for service.
We rang in the holiday season with our Santa Drive-By and Christmas Lights Contest! Our members enjoyed chauffeuring
Santa around town while watching the magic of the season dance across children’s faces. Stay tuned to our Facebook page
and website, as these are sure to become annual events! The department closed the year with a total of 173 calls for service
including: smoke investigations, mutual aid responses, medical calls, flooded basements, car accidents and one devastating
structure fire. We cannot thank our community enough for stepping up to help assist the family on Cross Hill Road who lost
everything. It’s just another reason to love this beautiful town and the neighbors who make it a wonderful place to live.
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In all honesty, 2021 was a
great year for the department.
However, it wouldn’t be
possible without the hard
work of the firefighters,
EMTs, and auxiliary members
who fill out our roster.
Collectively, they donated
over 1,000 hours of service to
the department in a variety of
ways, including: inspection
services, call response,
administrative duties,
training, fundraising and
equipment maintenance.
Their dedication is
remarkable, and I consider
myself lucky to serve beside
them.
All of us at the department
would like to extend our
thanks to the Wilmot Police
Department, the Wilmot
Photo: Borden Ayers
Highway Department, the
Wilmot Select Board, the town office staff, and the various other boards and committees who have provided us with
assistance throughout the past year.
In closing, I’d like to thank the members of the department, our town officials, and the town residents for making my first
year as Chief a rewarding and memorable experience. I look forward to continuing our work together in 2022!
Respectfully submitted,
Samuel R. Clarke Fire Chief
2021 WVFD Officers
Chief: Sam Clarke
Deputy Chief: Philip Nicholson
Captain: Tim O’Neill
Lieutenant: Josh Kozikowski
Lieutenant: Kyla Pillsbury
EMS Captain: Jonathan Juszcyk
Treasurer: Tom Jenssen
Secretary: Kelsie Clarke
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Report of Forest Fire Warden and State Forest Ranger

espite a brief flurry of wildfire activity across the state this spring, the summer and fall months saw weather conditions
which kept the fire danger consistently at low levels. Your local fire departments and the Division of Forests & Lands
worked throughout the year to protect homes and the forests. The statewide system of 16 fire lookout towers continues to
operate on high fire-danger days. The towers’ fire detection efforts are supplemented by the NH Civil Air Patrol when the
fire danger is especially high.
Scan here for
a fire permit

Many homes in New Hampshire are in the wildland urban interface, which is the area where homes and
flammable wildland fuels intermix. Every year New Hampshire sees fires which threaten or destroy
structures, a constant reminder that wildfires burn more than just trees. Homeowners should take
measures to prevent a wildfire from spreading to their home. Precautions include keeping your roof and
gutters clear of leaves and pine needles and maintaining adequate green space around your home free of
flammable materials. Additional information and homeowner recommendations are available at
www.firewise.org. Please help Smokey Bear, your local fire department, and the state’s Forest Rangers by
being fire wise and fire safe!

The long-lasting drought effects in Coos County are showing some minor signs of improvement but a good portion of
northern Coos remains in the abnormally dry category with the northeastern portion remaining in moderate drought. While
the drought conditions have improved, we expect some areas of the state may still be experiencing abnormally dry or
drought conditions this spring. For this reason, we ask everyone to remember Smokey’s message about personal
responsibility and follow his ABC’s: Always Be Careful with fire. If you start a fire, put it out when you are done.
“Remember, Only You Can Prevent Wildfires!”
As we prepare for the 2022
fire season, please remember
to contact your local Forest
Fire Warden or Fire
Department to determine if a
fire permit is required before
doing ANY outside burning.
Under State law (RSA 227L:17) a fire permit is
required for all outside
burning, unless the ground is
completely covered with
snow. Fire permits are also
available online in most
towns and may be obtained
by visiting www.NHfirepermit.com. The burning of household waste is prohibited by the Air Resources Division of the
Department of Environmental Services (DES). You are encouraged to contact the local fire department for more
information. Safe open burning requires your diligence and responsibility. Thank you for helping us to protect New
Hampshire’s forest resources. For more information, please contact the Division of Forests & Lands at (603) 271-2214, or
online at www.nh.gov/nhdf. For up-to-date information, follow us on Twitter and Instagram: @NHForestRangers
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2021 Wilmot Garden Club Annual Report

embers of the Wilmot Garden Club plant and maintain gardens at the town hall and town library, the post office, the
town offices building, the bandstand, and Timmy Patten Park. Our mission is to bring pleasure to both residents and
visitors by dressing up the town of Wilmot in seasonal finery. The Greening of Wilmot for the holidays is one of our favorite
activities. Wreaths are placed at the post office, fire station, town buildings in Wilmot Center and Wilmot Flat, at the WCA
Red Barn and Timmy Patten Park. Street signposts are adorned with hand-made sprays of bundled greens that are tied with
red ribbons.
During the year, the Wilmot Garden Club tries to encourage enthusiasm for gardening. The garden club was finally able to
host its popular annual plant sale this spring as most of the pandemic gathering restrictions were lifted at that time. The club
offered local gardeners another chance later in the growing season to enhance their gardens by hosting a September
perennials-only plant sale at the Wilmot Farmers Market.
In October members and friends of the Wilmot Garden Club gathered at the Monto’s farm
for a walk in the woods and a chance to socialize, nibble home-made cookies and sip mulled
cider while appreciating the abundant fall color. Thank you Montos for being our hosts!
One of the programs the WGC is proudest of is the Walter Kangas Memorial Scholarship
awarded each year to student(s) who choose to pursue additional education after high school
in horticulture or related subject matter, such as environmental studies. A public ceremony
was held at the Wilmot Farmers Market to announce and congratulate Wilmot resident and
UNH senior Kate
MacLeod for being
this year’s garden
club scholarship
recipient. We
applaud Kate’s
Kate MacLeod with Liz Fielding
year-round efforts
to promote
sustainable farming practices and to study pressing
world environmental issues. While residents of
Wilmot are given preference, anyone residing in
the Kearsarge Regional School District is eligible
to apply.
Lastly, the garden club was asked by Mary Lyn
Ray of At Eagle Pond Inc. to help prepare the
gardens around the Hall farm property for winter.
On a cold but sunny November day, garden club
members were led by club member Sandy Rock to
Spring plant sale (Photo: Lindy Heim)
complete the job. Mary Lyn hopes that eventually the
goal of restoring Jane Kenyon’s gardens and adding hiking trails to the 160-acre property will be realized. In the meantime,
a demonstration Japanese knotweed eradication project is featured at the cottage, sponsored by the Wilmot Conservation
Commission.
The primary fund-raising activity of the garden club is its annual Spring Plant Sale, held from 8 a.m. to noon on the town
green on the Saturday of Memorial Day weekend - rain or shine! The Wilmot Garden Club is planning on hosting this
popular event on May 28, 2022.
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BIG NEWS - the Wilmot Garden Club attained official nonprofit status this year after a long application process and is now a
recognized 501(c)3 not for profit organization. All donations to the organization are deductible to the extent allowed by
law.
2022 Officers and Board members:
Nancy Schlosser, president
Elizabeth Fielding, vice president
Joyce Gawron, treasurer
Lindy Heim, secretary
Lisah Carpenter, member-at-large
Margaret Monto, member-at-large
Polly Crocker, member-at-large
Respectfully submitted,
Margaret Monto, outgoing 2021 secretary, and Lindy Heim, incoming 2022 secretary

Spring flowers planted and maintained by the Wilmot Garden Club (Photo: Lindy Heim)
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Wilmot Historical Society Annual Report for 2021
Message from the president

I

n spite of COVID, we had a very productive year. When it is safe for all of us to be together,
we look forward to seeing you again. Thank you for your continued membership and
support. Please send in the form at the bottom of this newsletter to renew for 2022.
Yours for preserving Wilmot’s history, Liz Kirby

2021 Annual Meeting
We were able to have our annual meeting this year on October 24 in the Town Hall with guest
speaker Steve Taylor. Steve gave a talk on The Great Sheep Boom in NH, which was enlightening, funny, and well-received.
In spite of the ever-present threat of COVID, we did have a nice attendance with everyone masked and sitting separately or
in pods. Lindy Heim and her assistants set up a nice display of what was left from
this summer’s Curiosity Shop.
Veterans Memorial Anniversary Celebration
On May 29 at 2 p.m. the Society held a celebration to mark the 101 st anniversary
of the Soldiers Monument, now known as the Veterans Memorial. Although the
weather was overcast and rainy, the turnout was impressive. People came from
all over to take part in the ceremonies. Liz Kirby served as Master of
Ceremonies, Rev. Jay MacLeod gave the invocation and benediction, American
Legion Post #40 provided the patriotic protocols, Veterans were recognized for
their service, and children from the local schools performed a tableau and
recitations. Will Ögmundson on piano and Nola Aldrich on flute presented
various musical selections for the program.
Curiosity Shop Report – Lindy Heim
Lindy reports that the one-day sale at the Wilmot Farmers Market in July netted
an astounding $1,027. The efforts of John and Margaret Monto and all the other
wonderful
helpers were recognized by Lindy in her annual report. However, it is
WWII Veteran and WHS member
time to pass the baton to another nonprofit. The Wilmot Historical Society will
Florence Gove
retain its Curiosity Shop brand name for selling WHS published books and such,
but would like to offer the opportunity to use this popular fundraising vehicle, hosting a booth at the Wilmot Farmers
Market to sell collectibles, to another Wilmot nonprofit. Lindy is happy to consult. Contact her at Lindy@heimfamily.org
for tips and “how-tos.”
Acquisitions Committee Report – Catherine Stearns
A big find of the year was photographer Fred Goodhue’s 150 glass negatives from the 19 th and 20th centuries. Boston Post
Cane holder Walter Walker loaned them to the Society in order to have them cleaned, restored, and digitized. Meanwhile
Catherine Stearns and Al Price continue to photograph and catalog materials in the history room with the ultimate goal of
having the information available on the web. The committee has rented space in a nearby storage unit that is climate
controlled to protect the collection.
Membership
As of the end of our fiscal year, October 31, we had 125 active members. Our numbers are growing. We have continued to
keep the dues at $5 a person annually so that membership is open to all who want to join. It has been our experience that
those who want to make a gift to support our activities, tend to do so when they submit their dues, and for this, we are
extremely grateful. Last year $3,980 came in as donations with annual membership renewals and applications. Thank you to
one and all.
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Grants
This year we received $5,250 in grants to continue our work in preserving the history of Wilmot. $4500 came from a
private foundation to help with the cost of producing the Memories of Wilmot videos that chronicle the lives and times of
Wilmot. The other grant was from Mascoma Bank to support the republishing of Casper LeVarn’s book The Early History of
Wilmot, New Hampshire.

On May 29, 2021, the historical society marked the 101 st anniversary of the Soldiers’ Monument. The event was postponed one year because of the COVID-19
pandemic. (Photo: Mary Fanelli)
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2021 Annual Report for the Wilmot Ladies Aid Society

he Wilmot Ladies Aid Society (Ladies) has an impressive history of supporting worthy causes since its founding in 1884.
The Ladies continue to be generous with their time and treasure during these challenging times. Leadership of the
organization includes President Judy Perreault, Vice President Connie Jordan, Secretary Judy Lucek, and Treasurer Pat
(Tootie) Fleury. More active members of the group include Lois Palmer, May Jones, Marion Allen, Joyce Rand, Marne
Thompson, Liz Kirby, Lindy Heim, and Rose Tilton.
Fundraising activities conducted by the Ladies this year included
operating two booths at the 2021 Wilmot Farmers Market. On
those occasions, the Ladies sold high quality goods they’d made
at their Whatknot Shop and also hosted a Town-wide Yard Sale
booth.
Major giving by the Ladies over the past 12 years was
accomplished through the Merit Awards Program, which
continues to award scholarships to outstanding students planning
to further their education after high school. These monetary
awards have been given annually based on exceptional character,
scholastic achievement, and community involvement. This year
the following students have been recognized for their
achievements: Erin Wheeler, a freshman at Carleton University
in Ottawa, Ontario; Kate MacLeod, a senior at UNH in
Whatknot Shop
Durham, N.H.; Brianna Tilton, a sophomore at Southern New
Hampshire University in Manchester, N.H.; and Lela Jones, a
junior at UNH in Durham, N.H. "We are so proud to support these outstanding young people," said 2021 Merit Award
Program leader Lindy Heim. In 2022, the Merit Award Program leadership will pass to Marion Allen.
Last year the Barbara Sanborn Memorial Scholarship Fund was established to support this program, in particular. Recent
generous contributions have helped keep the scholarship effort sufficiently funded. Your fully tax-deductible donations to
this worthy effort would be most welcome. Please send your contribution check to the Barbara Sanborn Memorial
Scholarship Fund, c/o Ladies, P.O. Box 411, Wilmot, NH 03287.
Other beneficiaries of the Ladies Charitable giving this year are the Wilmot Food Pantry, the Manchester VA Medical
Center, the North Wilmot Union Meeting House Society and a family needing assistance after a house fire.
The Ladies are also the main sponsor of the popular Kearsarge Area Senior Luncheons held at the First Congregational
Church of Wilmot. The luncheons take place in the church meeting room located at 19 North Wilmot Road in Wilmot
Center at noon on the third Thursday of the month in October, November, January, February, March and April. Yummy
hot lunches are served by the Community Action Program out of Concord, the Wilmot Public Library offers library access
and free books, N.L. COA and the First Congregational Church help promote the program. Chris Jenssen leads the
program, acting as MC, swag collector, and entertainment arranger, and Promotion Solutions provides many of the door
prizes. A fine time is had by all.
The Ladies meet monthly to share lunch, socialize and conduct society business. This year meetings take place at noon on
the first Thursday of the month at the First Congregational Church of Wilmot in Wilmot Center. Guests and new members
are always welcome. Please contact any member if you would like to join this fun-loving group during an upcoming
lunchtime meeting.
Respectfully submitted,
Judy Lucek, Secretary
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Wilmot Learning Place Annual Report 2021

he Wilmot Learning Place (WLP) is a fully-licensed early-childhood education center located in the heart of Wilmot in
the Wilmot Community Association building. The WLP is a 501(c)(3) tax-exempt non-profit offering programs for 3-,
4-, and 5-year-old children from the Town of Wilmot and the surrounding Kearsarge region since 1982.
The school’s dedicated teaching team has long been led by Director/Registrar and Pre-Kindergarten Teacher Clare Morgan
and Preschool Teacher Liz Cornelio, along with Assistant Teachers Valerie Clausen and Allison Tibbetts. As a result of our
teachers’ hard work, the WLP graduates students who are well prepared for kindergarten, both academically and socially.
The local elementary schools recognize the WLP difference! After 25 and 17 years respectively, both Clare and Liz have
decided this will be their final year at WLP. So, this spring we will be hiring two new teachers for the 2022-2023 school
year. While we are all sad to see them go, we look forward to seeing what the new lead teachers will bring to our school and
look back appreciatively as we wish Clare and Liz all the best in their next chapters.
The WLP provides two, three- and five-day
offerings for preschool age children, and three- and
five-day options for Pre-K. There are also earlymorning and after-school programs available. These
programs are critical for working families, as well
as popular with the students. Children can be heard
asking to stay for “Lunch Bunch” so they can enjoy a
slightly less structured afternoon of outside play
and creative projects. Attending extra hours in
addition to the standard 3-hour morning school
session is a wonderful way for children to
experience being at school for a longer time before
entering full-day kindergarten.
This year the Pre-K class began with a unit on
Canada. Throughout the year they will have learned
about the five senses, famous artists, counting in
different languages, and how to be independent,
respectful, and kind. The preschool class started the
Out on the playground at the Wilmot Learning Place.
year with a dinosaur unit. The preschoolers enjoy
learning about music, numbers, colors, and shapes, as well as the importance of being a good friend.
While we strive to be a valuable member of the Wilmot community, we recognize that the tight-knit community of Wilmot
is an invaluable asset to the WLP. The teachers make great use of our central Wilmot location in the lower level of the
WCA building. The children typically get to experience walking field trips to the post office and local farms for frog hunting
and leaf raking. Other community experiences include visits from the Wilmot Police Department, Wilmot Volunteer Fire
Department, and the Wilmot Garden Club, and regular trips to the Wilmot Public Library. In addition to a strong academic
foundation, the importance of a community is instilled at a young age. COVID-19 has forced some changes; driving field
trips have been on hold, but we look forward to the time when we can resume all normal activities.
Tuition sensitivity is very real. So, in an effort to keep rates affordable for our community, the WLP relies heavily on
fundraising and grant monies to support our educational experience. In fact, we fundraise around $12,000 annually. Murray
Farm’s flowers have become a staple to these efforts, helping us raise nearly half of our yearly goal through our muchanticipated fall mums and poinsettia sales. COVID-19 has had an impact on our ability to run some of our typical
fundraisers, like our spring bake sale or restaurant dine-in nights, but donations from local businesses will provide for our
year-end raffle, and we are trying our best to maneuver fundraising amidst a pandemic with creative ideas so we welcome
any help or suggestions. We also graciously accept and appreciate individual donations of any size.
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This past fall we put some donor dollars to good
use, purchasing state-of-the-art air purification
units for both the classrooms. We are thankful to
Peter Hamel of A&P Electrical Contractors, who
installed the systems in a highly accommodating
fashion, working around our school day hours
and expediting the install. COVID may have
brought the need for improved ventilation to the
front-burner, but these units should help limit
the transmission of illness throughout the cold
and flu season for many years to come.
We have continually navigated the intricacies of
the CDC guidelines and successfully maintained
our in-person school environment since
September 2020. Increased cleaning efforts,
changes to pick-up and drop off protocol, and
careful monitoring of student temperatures and
cold symptoms are some of the other safety
measures we have instituted. Our number-one
goal at this time is keeping everyone safe and
healthy.
The WLP is run by a small, volunteer Board of
Directors. Board members often serve for a
number of years as our multiple children
pass through the WLP, and a good number of us
are "graduating" after many years, so we will be
in need of new members. We welcome and
encourage parents, grandparents, and community
members to join us in our mission. Please inquire
to boardpresident@wilmotlearningplace.org for
more information. We love this school and
Photo: John Monto
community and are so grateful to the town for its
support over the years. As we celebrate our 40th year, we can only hope to remain a fixture in Wilmot for many more years
to come.
Respectfully,
Kelly Condon, President
Wilmot Learning Place, Board of Directors
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North Wilmot Union Meeting House Society Report for 2021

group of interested friends and neighbors established the North Wilmot Union Meeting House Society (NWUMHS) in
1984 to maintain the nearly 200-year-old North Wilmot Church and preserve its history and traditions. For this local,
not-for-profit organization, 2021 was a remarkably busy year.
Poised to continue its $100,000 restoration project in late winter 2022, the NWUMHS board obtained six grants including
support from the N.H. Preservation Alliance/The 1772 Foundation, the Daughters of the American Revolution, Mary
Butler Chapter; Land and Community Heritage Investment Program (LCHIP), Mascoma Bank Foundation, and Bar Harbor
Bank & Trust. Thus far, more than 150 members of the community have supported the restoration project with donations.
The organization has raised nearly all the funds it will need to cover the estimated cost of the exterior repairs to the
building. Fundraising is ongoing.
In April, a company licensed to remove asbestos removed a nonfunctioning furnace and asbestos-covered ducts from the lower level
of the church. This work, which cost $13,500, will allow
contractors to work under the building without threat of inhaling
asbestos. In 2022 work will include restoring the windows,
replacing a rotted sill under the bell tower, stabilizing joists under
the sanctuary floor, replacing rotted clapboards and corner boards,
and painting the exterior.

Marie Pelletier, vice president, Regional Relationship Manager for Bar
Harbor Bank & Trust, left, and Katherine Paine, Branch Relationship
Manager, right, recently presented a $2,000 check to Fred Ogmundson,
former president and current board member of the North Wilmot Union
Meeting House Society (NWUMHS), center, at the North Wilmot Church. The
organization will apply the grant to the costs of restoring the historic
building. (Photo: Marc Davis)

During a spring workday, several board members raked sand from
the grass in front of the church and picked up branches and pine
cones that had fallen during the winter. In the summer, Walter
Walker donated several hemlock beams that he had sawn several
years ago. Using one of these beams, Geoffrey Smith and Peter
Hoglund braced a post in the horse shed behind the church. They also
stabilized other beams in the outbuilding. In late fall, a professional
arborist removed several dead and leaning trees from behind the
building.

In July and August, the NWUMHS board scheduled five Sunday
services. Pastors from various denominations led the ecumenical
services. The summer schedule concluded with a well-attended hymn
sing. Other events held at the church during the year included a wedding and a memorial service. In a normal year, campers
and counselors from Camp Wilmot use the meeting house for services and other events. However, COVID conditions
curtailed this use in 2021.
At its annual meeting in August, the board elected Ann Davis, president; Marc Davis, treasurer; and Catherine Stearns,
clerk. The board welcomed new members, Karen and Peter Hoglund and Brooke and Geoffrey Smith. Margaret and Bill
Doody and Tom Jenssen retired from the board. The board thanked them for their service to the organization.
The North Wilmot Union Meeting House was built in 1829 to accommodate five denominations: Congregational, Christian
Baptist, Free Will Baptist, Methodist, and Universalist. In 1850, the congregations moved the building about one-half mile
down the hill to its current site at the intersection of North Wilmot, Tewksbury, Piper Pond, and Breezy Hill roads. Today,
the exterior of the building remains virtually unchanged.
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The meeting house is the only building in
Wilmot on the National Register of
Historic Places. It also is the oldest
church structure in Wilmot and is
featured on the town seal.
The public may use the meeting house
for weddings, memorial services, family
reunions, and other celebrations. The
church is not heated, nor does it have
indoor plumbing; comfortable use is
restricted to the warmer months.
All are welcome to attend Sunday
services. In the spring the NWUMHS
will announce the schedule for 2022 in
local publications and on its website,
NorthWilmotChurch.org. Visitors may
see the interior of the building by
appointment. For more information,
please contact the meeting house society at In 2021, Walter Walker (right) donated several hemlock beams to the North Wilmot Union Meeting
House Society. He sawed them several years ago (when he still had a portable sawmill) and had stored
NorthWilmotChurch@gmail.com or
them at his place. (Photo: Gage Bensley)
North Wilmot Union Meeting House
Society, P.O. Box 85, Wilmot, NH 03287.
Respectfully submitted,
Ann Davis, president
Chris Jenssen
Karen Hoglund
Peter Hoglund
Louise Jones

Marc Davis, treasurer
Elizabeth Kirby
Mary Jane Ogmundson
Fred Ogmundson

Catherine Stearns, clerk
Brooke Smith
Geoffrey Smith
Ed Weaver

Geoffrey Smith (left) and Peter Hoglund stabilized a beam in the
horse shed, an outbuilding behind the North Wilmot Church,
owned and maintained by the North Wilmot Union Meeting
House Society.
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he mission of the Ausbon Sargent Land Preservation Trust (Ausbon Sargent) is to protect the rural landscape of the 12
towns of the Mt. Kearsarge/Ragged Mtn./Lake Sunapee region. This area includes the towns of Andover, Bradford,
Danbury, Goshen, Grantham, New London, Newbury, Springfield, Sunapee, Sutton, Warner, and Wilmot. Since our
founding in 1987, Ausbon Sargent has completed 163 projects and protected 13,141 acres – including 16 working farms and
over eight miles of lake frontage. All these conservation lands provide for some public benefit and two-thirds of these
properties offer public access.
Quality of life is very important to the residents of New Hampshire and the state consistently ranks in the top 10 as one of
the best places to live in the United States. Contributing to this ranking are our clean water, scenic places, and our
opportunities for outdoor recreation. Open spaces also contribute significantly to the economic well-being of the state and
our communities.
Ausbon Sargent has kept busy with the completion of four projects, three of which are now owned by the land trust. These
projects represent just over 60 acres in the towns of New London and Grantham.
Because lingering threats of the COVID-19
pandemic were still present in 2021, the land
trust found ways to engage members, friends,
and volunteers throughout the year, keeping
safety in mind. Our traditional Progressive
Dinner was held with a twist: it was a “DIY”
dinner where each “ticket” included
ingredients to prepare a meal at home food
from six local farms and businesses. The
number of participants at hikes was limited
and social distancing was encouraged. We
held snowshoe hikes in Sunapee at the Webb
Forest, and New London, and offered a
winter/snowshoe version of our “DIY” hiking
challenge. We held hikes in the spring
through the summer in Wilmot at the Cassey
Brook Preserve, and in the towns of Andover
and Sutton. This year’s Dragonfly Hike was
held in Warner. An Earth Day 2021 hiking
challenge was created for those who wanted
The Cassey Brook Preserve has trails through it that are maintained by the Wilmot Conservation
another
set of hikes to explore on their own.
Commission. The property is accessible from Wilmot Center Road.
Volunteers signed up to remove debris from
the Two Brook Woods property and students from Colby-Sawyer College helped do the same at the Messer Farm
Expansion property, both in New London. Volunteers also got together to install nesting boxes on the Messer Farm
property to not only flag the property boundary lines, but also to provide shelter for native birds. On the more artistic side
of things, an event at the Esther Currier Wildlife Management Area at Low Plain featured local artist Ron Brown, who let us
witness his talents while he “painted the pond.” Ausbon Sargent also collaborated with the Center for the Arts on the annual
“Naturally New England” art show in Sunapee Harbor, which raised funds for both organizations through the sale of local
art.
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In September, a celebration was held at the Messer Farm property to thank those who supported the project. Property tours
featuring the flower and vegetable gardens, and the field and forest edge were given. In September, we held our volunteer
appreciation party at The Fells in Newbury, beneath their beautiful pavilion.
Ausbon Sargent is thankful to
have the assistance of over
200 volunteers who help
with easement monitoring,
committee support, and
clerical work. If you would
like to join us in our work to
protect these special places,
there are many ways to get
involved: you could become
a conservation-easement
donor, volunteer your time
to the organization,
encourage the town officials
throughout our 12-town
region to conserve our rural
character by supporting land
conservation, and if you are not
already, you can become a
member of Ausbon Sargent.

Mount Kearsarge from the Cassey Brook Preserve. (Photo: Jonathan Schwartz)

Our website (www.ausbonsargent.org) indicates which of the land trust’s protected properties have trails open to the public
for hiking, cross-country skiing, and snowshoeing, and includes trail maps, printable hiking challenges, and driving
directions. Be sure to look under the heading “Connect with the Land” for these details. For information on all of Ausbon
Sargent’s protected properties, please visit our website and join our email list. Find us on Instagram and be sure to “Like” us
on Facebook!
It has always been a pleasure to work with the Town of Wilmot. We look forward to future events, collaborations, and land
projects in your town!
Respectfully submitted,
Deborah L. Stanley
Executive Director
Board of Trustees
Lisa Andrews
Aimee Ayers
Laurie DiClerico
Susan Ellison
Ginny Gwynn
Jeff Hollinger

Staff
Deborah Lang
Jim Owers
Mike Quinn
Diane Robbins
Steve Root
Bob Zeller

Executive Director
Land Protection Specialist
Stewardship Manager
Operations Manager
Development & Communications Coordinator
Bookkeeper
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KEARSARGE AREA COUNCIL ON AGING, INC.
______________________________________________________________________________

2021 Annual Town Report

E

stablished in 1992, the Kearsarge Area Council on Aging (COA) has become an important social service
organization dedicated to meeting the needs of our communities’ seniors, and their families, friends, and
neighbors. The mission of COA is to promote, develop, and reinforce programs that support and enhance the
health, well-being, dignity, and independence of older people in the nine towns we serve in the greater Kearsarge
area. COA is a focal point for many area seniors who depend on us to help support their independence, help them
find their sense of purpose, and provide the opportunity to help others through our many volunteer opportunities.
Due to the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic, 2021 continues to be challenging for our organization and for many
individuals.
Other than a brief closure in the beginning of the pandemic, COA has been open to the public with appropriate safety
measures in place since July 6, 2020. We continue to modify our programs and services as needed during these
unprecedented times.
Below is an outline of the many services we continue to provide:

•
•
•
•
•

The Transportation Program operates with one paid driver funded through many generous grants
and the return of many volunteers. This service brings seniors to their physician appointments, the
grocery store, etc. and is heavily relied on by many isolated individuals.
The Durable Medical Equipment Program is fully operational and serves the needs of many who are
unable to obtain medical equipment elsewhere.
We have continued with daily programs and services within our building and in the community.
Many have the new option of Zoom attendance.
We partner with Lake Sunapee Regional VNA to provide foot care weekly and function as a flu
vaccination site.
COA continues to be a resource to our seniors and their families as information changes and
resources become available.

Our staff is working diligently to achieve full resumption of services and programs. We have 2.5 paid staff and are
working hard to rebuild a volunteer base. Though it has been challenging, we have been able to meet the needs of the
community despite a decreased number of volunteers.
We appreciate our partners, volunteers, members, donors, business sponsors, board members and staff. It is with
their guidance and support that we continue to provide a high level of health and well-being opportunities for our
senior neighbors.
Respectfully submitted,
Kelley F. Keith, BA, MS
Executive Director
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Kearsarge Lake Sunapee Community Food Pantry
_____________________________________________________________________________
he Kearsarge Lake Sunapee Community Food Pantry (KLSCFP) was established in 2009 after an
exploratory community meeting with representatives from local New London area churches, other
food pantries, organizations such as the VNA and COA, and several local area welfare officers. At this
meeting community members confirmed that many of our neighbors were experiencing hard times and
supported the formation of a community food pantry at the First Baptist Church. It was felt that it would be
important to coordinate outreach efforts with Kearsarge Regional Ecumenical Ministries (KREM). With
this endorsement, planning began, and the food pantry opened for the first time on January 31, 2009.

T

The Mission of KLSCFP is to help meet the emergency and on-going food and household
needs of people in the Kearsarge Lake Sunapee region who are experiencing financial
hardship. The towns included in this outreach effort are Andover, Bradford, Danbury,
New London, Newbury, Salisbury, Springfield, Sunapee (including Georges Mills),
Sutton, Warner, and Wilmot.
The KLSCFP is a 501(c)(3) tax exempt non-profit supported by local area individuals,
businesses and organizations. We rely solely on donations and our amazing volunteers as we have no paid
staff. In 2021 we served 3,065 people in 1,113 family visits to the food pantry. This includes 46 new
families from all towns served and 58 visits during the year from Wilmot. At KLSCFP we ask for proof that
each family lives in one of the towns we serve. We do not ask for any evidence of financial status. Given
the rising food costs our clients can come to the food pantry on a weekly basis.
We have phenomenal volunteers
from the community who give of
their time and talents in so many
ways. You will see them on
Tuesday and Friday mornings at the
overhang at Hannaford receiving
meat, fresh fruit, vegetables, and
pastries. They schedule and
remind volunteers to work at the
pantry, stock the shelves and shop.
Others pick up food from the New
Hampshire Food Bank and the
USDA.
During this time of COVID, the
year 2021 continued to be a
challenge for the food pantry. Our
primary concern was to keep our
Nalla Farm raspberries
(Photo: Andal Sundaramurthy)
volunteers and clients safe. We
continued to serve our clients in their
cars and provided them with a menu to select the food they needed. On August 25 and September 15, the
food pantry sponsored the New Hampshire Health & Human Service’s NH Mobile Vaccine Van at the First
Baptist Church. It was available to all who wanted to take advantage of it.
We continue to receive food from the New Hampshire Food Bank and Hannaford Feed America Fresh
Rescue Program, the USDA, Warner Food Pantry, Kearsarge Food Hub and the SCPA. We are thankful for
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the fresh produce from Spring Ledge, Musterfield Farm, Colby Sawyer College, and our twice weekly
delivery of fresh bread from Blue Loon. We continue to partner with Kearsarge Neighborhood Partners to
deliver food to those who cannot come to the food pantry. This fall we partnered with Colby Sawyer
students to help our volunteers carry bags and load cars with groceries.
We are grateful to the many individuals, organizations, churches, and businesses who made donations,
collected food, contributed to bake sales, shared their garden’s bounty, received and distributed the food
we collect, and otherwise volunteered. We also would like to thank the First Baptist Church for their
continued support of the food pantry on their premises.
We are fortunate to live in a community where people truly care about those who have less. We would not
have been able to keep the food pantry open if we didn’t have support from the communities we serve.
Together we make a difference!
Respectfully submitted,
Clara Sheehy & Marilyn Paradis
Co-Chairs

Photo: Liz Kirby
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Dear Friends:

O

n behalf of the entire team at Lake Sunapee Region VNA & Hospice (LSRVNA), thank you for the
opportunity to provide home health, hospice, personal care, clinics, support groups and more in
2021. We take great pride in our ability to adapt and help keep the community strong and healthy. Even as
pandemic issues, such as new variants and vaccine distribution, continue to challenge us, we rise to these
challenges as a unified team.
Arguably the greatest obstacle now is the shortage of staff, a serious concern impacting our entire region
and country. LSRVNA is its people! More than 80% of our annual operating budget is dedicated to staff
salaries and benefits, with these costs expected to rise significantly in order to attract qualified people.
Our employees are without doubt our most precious resource, especially as the demand for home care
grows. With this reality top of mind, our leadership team has been focusing on a review of the agency’s key
strategic priorities so that we can respond and take action for the wellness of residents of Wilmot and more
than 30 other area towns guiding that work.
I am proud to report that for the 12-month period ending September 30, 2021, we served residents of
Wilmot in the following ways:
•

Provided skilled nursing, therapy, hospice and in-home supportive care to 43 residents;

•

Provided free/reduced fee in-home nursing, therapy and social work visits to residents; visits also
provided under various Medicaid programs (NH Medicaid reimburses at less than 65% of cost);

•

Provided 14 months of bereavement support to hospice families after the death of their loved ones
at no cost, including free virtual bereavement support groups throughout the pandemic for these
families and the community at large;

•

Residents benefited from the expansion of our Palliative Care program, overseen by a physician and
dedicated to specialized care that focuses on the navigation of chronic or serious illnesses with an
emphasis on symptom management and personal goals;

•

Due to ongoing effects of COVID-19, our regularly scheduled Foot Care and Blood Pressure clinics
were suspended for much of 2020; however, with high demand and clinical need, Foot Care was
carefully reinstated in 2021 in several community locations;

•

We continued to carefully partner with about with 15 organizations to offer community flu clinics,
which we feel remain a very important health service;

LSRVNA lives its core values every day, focused on deploying resources thoughtfully and responding to
health and wellness needs. LSRVNA also has many reasons to be thankful: its compassionate caregivers and
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support staff, a mission that matters deeply, the pride that comes with 50+ years of providing care, and an
extraordinarily generous community. We fully understand that your funds, like ours, are limited. This
makes us even more grateful for your support and confidence. You have helped sustain us as a leading
provider of home care, an employer of choice, and an enduring presence. Please do not hesitate to contact
me if there is any way we may be of service to you, your loved ones or your town’s residents. Thank you.
With gratitude,
Jim Culhane, President & CEO

Photo: Jonathan Schwartz
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2021 Annual Report – New London Hospital
We entered the past year still navigating the challenges of the Covid-19 pandemic. Hope began to emerge
with the arrival of a vaccine and the return of some familiarities and customs that make our communities
thrive with personality. At New London Hospital (NLH) and Newport Health Center, our mission to
provide safe and quality care never wavered. We delivered dedicated patient care and strategically planned
for a healthier future.
Vaccine
Our first priority in 2021 was the health and safety of our
patients and staff, which meant we needed to vaccinate as much
of the community population as possible against Covid-19. This
was a monumental effort, and in conjunction with the New
Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services (NH
DHHS) and our partners within the Dartmouth-Hitchcock
Health (D-HH) System, we were able to achieve our goal.
Our role as a health-care institution in our community is to
provide a safe and effective environment to care for our patients.
In August, the D-HH system collectively made the decision to
make vaccination a requirement for employment at all our
member locations. As the Delta variant again increases cases in
our region, we know this was a necessary measure and one
which was in the best interest of our staff and patients.
Care and Staffing
Heading into the spring and summer, some notable trends started to emerge that began to challenge our
flow of operations. We started seeing a large increase in patient volumes in our emergency department and
primary care offices. Our patient volumes in 2020 were quite low because of the nation’s shutdown, but
even as the country began a return to normalcy in early 2021, our patients were still hesitant to seek the
preventative care they needed. This delay in care means we are seeing more and sicker patients.
Compounding our challenges was the staffing shortage in health-care workers, not only in our region but
throughout the state and the nation. During the height of the pandemic, many workers left the field and
have been slow to return. We experienced a 40-percent reduction in our nursing staff alone at NLH. While
it has not negatively impacted our ability to care for our patients, it has forced our teams to make necessary
adjustments. Our staff demonstrated incredible support for each other by crossing departmental lines and
working in teams. This characterizes the commitment to care that is central to NLH’s values.
Recognition
Once again, the NLH Radiology Department was redesignated a Diagnostic Imaging Center of
Excellence™ (DICOE) by the American College of Radiology (ACR). NLH remains the only hospital in
New Hampshire to achieve the DICOE. This distinction was first awarded to NLH in 2014 and again in
2017. The DICOE program represents the pinnacle of medical imaging care, and designation is an
achievement that goes beyond accreditation to recognize best-quality imaging practices and diagnostic care.
We are also pleased to share that Dartmouth-Hitchcock (D-H) Orthopaedics at NLH was named by GE as
one of the company’s national Centers of Excellence for total hip and knee replacement surgery. NLH joins
an exclusive list that includes Northwestern Medical Center in Chicago and the Hospital for Special Surgery
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in New York. Selection as a GE Center of Excellence demonstrates that NLH not only offers the
convenience of a community hospital, but also delivers excellence in complicated procedures, including
joint replacement.
Financial Performance
As we anticipated at the end of last year, NLH suffered significant financial losses as we closed out our fiscal
year on June 30. However, we were pleased to see our numbers improving during the last several months.
We are optimistic that various improvement plans and the launch of Express Care will contribute to
sustaining this positive trajectory.
Express Care
Wrapping up 2021, we were thrilled to open our new Express Care at NLH designed to treat conditions
such as sprains, skin rashes, tick bites, minor cuts and lacerations, colds, and certain infections. The service
is for patients aged 2 and older and is open seven days a week (no appointments required). Please check our
website for more information, including hours of operation. The address is:
www.newlondonhospital.org/expresscare
We are grateful for the demonstrable and ongoing support of our community members and wish you and
yours a healthy and happy New Year.
Warmly,
M. Tom Manion

Douglas W. Lyon

President and CEO

Chair, Board of Trustees

To receive the latest NLH updates, please visit www.newlondonhospital.org/about and click on “Subscribe to eNews
Updates.”
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Northeast Resource Recovery Association
Cooperative Marketing
NRRA is one of only a handful of nonprofits in the country that operates a recyclables marketing
cooperative, which means that we directly connect sellers of recyclable commodities to purchasers of those
commodities. NRRA's municipal members produce large volumes of high-quality material. We work with
reputable vendors and provide our members with expanded market options and consistent pricing. NRRA
provides a monthly pricing guide for voting municipal members only.
Cooperative Purchasing
By taking advantage of bulk buying power, NRRA offers its municipal members discounted pricing to
purchase items such as baling wire, gripples and more.
SWAT
NRRA has begun its Recycling with Results grant-funded project. Outreach has begun in preparation for
the upcoming Recycle Right social media campaign and Solid Waste Advisory Team (SWAT) Program.
Product Name
C&D

Net Lbs.
257,700

Gross/Net Tons
28.85

Cost to Town
$9,232.00

Comingled plastic/metal

68,400

34.20

$2,924.51

Mixed fibers
Freon
Solid waste
Container rental

190,680

95.34

797,960

398.98

$1,255.92
$762.00
$43,533.60
$400

Totals (through Nov.)

1,314,740

657.37

$58,108.03

In August 2021, NRRA was awarded
a grant by the United States
Department of Agriculture (USDA)
Rural Utilities Service to launch
a Recycling with Results project.
This grant is aimed at helping small,
rural communities in New
Hampshire recycle more and recycle
better in order to reduce their solid
waste stream.

NRRA has created a SWAT Program focused on providing educational and technical assistance for town
employees and officials, and a Recycle Right campaign focused on providing recycling information to
residents. Both initiatives will launch in the spring of 2022.
Using teams of experienced solid waste operator mentors and NRRA staff, the SWAT Program will provide
free, hands-on technical assistance and solid waste facility evaluations for qualified* communities. Towns
participating in the SWAT Program will receive short and long-term recommendations to improve their
solid waste planning and management.
SWAT Program mentors will be selected from communities similar to those receiving assistance. Mentors
will therefore be more familiar with the needs and capacity of qualified communities to implement
recommendations. Topics addressed through the SWAT Program may include traffic flow through solid
waste facilities, pay as you throw programs, disposal fees charged to residents, and changes to recycling and
solid waste management to maximize recycling revenue and minimize costs.
The SWAT Program will also provide assistance to select qualified communities to develop full cost
accounting models for their solid waste facility operations. Full cost accounting is a systematic approach for
identifying and reporting the actual costs of solid waste management and is helpful for budgeting and
informing changes that are necessary to improve program operations.
To participate in the SWAT Program, a community must demonstrate local decision-maker buy-in for
SWAT Program services and have an existing solid waste facility to evaluate.
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UNH Cooperative Extension Merrimack County

NH Cooperative Extension serves residents in each of Merrimack County’s 27 towns with diverse
programming through 4-H, Nutrition Connections, Food & Agriculture, Community & Economic
Development, Natural Resources, and Youth & Family Resiliency. Extension is the public outreach arm of the
University of New Hampshire, bringing information and education into New Hampshire’s towns, helping to make
individuals, businesses, and communities more successful and keeping New Hampshire’s natural resources healthy
and productive.
Food & Agriculture
We support the county’s agricultural industries, including producers of fruits,
vegetables, ornamental plants, and livestock, through workshops and
trainings, diagnostic services, applied research, and one-on-one consultations.
An ongoing programmatic highlight is the peach and nectarine variety trial
being hosted learning that ultimately benefits the larger agricultural
community. Jeremy DeLisle oversees the progress and data collection of the
planting, measuring fruit size, cold hardiness, average harvest date, incidence
of bacterial disease issues, and will be conducting taste testing in conjunction
with point-of-sale opportunities. The cold hardiness portion of the trial is
being conducted in cooperation with researchers from the University of Maine
Cooperative Extension. 2021 was the first year of data collection for cold
hardiness, and plans are in place to conduct a second year of testing in the
winter of 2022. In addition, UNH Extension Merrimack County is partnering
with NH Conservation Districts, NRCS and Xerces Society for Invertebrate
Conservation on a grant-funded project to expand our weather station
network across the state and conduct on-farm trials investigating the feasibility
of utilizing insect exclusion netting to control spotted winged drosophila, the
major insect pest of blueberry in New Hampshire. The weather station
component allows for the collection of on-farm data to be uploaded to the
Network for Environment and Weather Applications (NEWA), which creates
models and data sources which provide farmers with decision making tools
helping them better make crop management decisions.

Andal Sundarmurthy of Nalla Farm,
Wilmot’s newest farmer.

Natural Resources
Our natural resources team provides research, education, and stewardship throughout the state with a “boots on the
ground” approach, extending state-wide programs in forestry and wildlife, natural resource development, land and
water conservation, and marine fisheries. This year, 1,075 Merrimack County residents received one-on-one
education from woodlot visits, telephone calls, and email correspondence. At least 607 county residents participated
in-person, outdoors, educational events: Tree Farm Field Days, NH BioBlitz walks, Tree Id Walks, Invasive Plant
Control workshops, Wildlife Tracking field tours, White Pine Management workshops, and Forest Ecology Field
Tours for Middle School Science Classes. This year’s educational offerings were augmented by a wide variety of
virtual meetings and Facebook Live webinars (https://www.facebook.com/nhwoods.org) to comply with the
Covid-19 restrictions and to provide resident with virtual learning opportunities. Volunteers from the NH Coverts
project (496 volunteers) and the Natural Resource Stewards program (457 volunteers) contributed 34,252 hours
conserving and managing natural resources in Merrimack County.

Community and Economic Development (CED)
The CED team provides programming and technical assistance to communities, businesses, and nonprofit
organizations around New Hampshire. The CED team’s work focuses on revitalizing main streets, retaining
and growing local businesses, supporting entrepreneurs and innovators, improving quality of life, and
leveraging tourism and the recreation economy. Central to the CED team’s work is engaging individuals
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from throughout the community in developing a vision, designing an approach, and moving to action. The
Merrimack County CED played a key role revitalizing a portion of the former Beede Electric Building in
Penacook and launching an 8,500-sq. ft. makerspace and shared workspace to increase entrepreneurship
and innovation in the region. They worked with Northfield to launch the Foothills Foundation, an
organization that plans to make the area a hub for mountain biking and recreation through collaboration,
promotion, and trail building. They spearheaded a range of events to increase entrepreneurship and spur
business growth.
4-H/Youth & Family
4-H is the youth educational program of
UNH Cooperative Extension that provides
youth the opportunity to engage in handson learning opportunities that spark their
passion for life after 4-H, while learning
important life skills such as communication
and leadership. Programming is delivered
utilizing 4-H volunteers that involve youth
in the learning process through youth-adult
partnerships. For the first part of the
program year, COVID-19 guidelines
impacted the ability of 4-H clubs to meet
in-person and perform normal activities.
To support 4-H youth, leaders, and
families during this time, three virtual 4-H
clubs were established. Twenty-six youth
from Merrimack County took part in these
Nalla Farm on NH Rt. 4A in Wilmot.
clubs. By the late spring, guidelines relaxed
and allowed for in-person programming to resume. Members and leaders alike were happy to return to
“normal.” A highlight for many of our 4-H members was being able to exhibit at the Hopkinton State Fair
again. In 2021, 96 members brought their animals to exhibit during the fair, and six participated in the NH
4-H Livestock Auction. Clubs and families filled the Ruth Kimball Exhibit Hall with 4-H displays to
showcase their work during the past year. The Merrimack County Leaders’ Association also had a successful
fair selling ice cream in the 4-H Ice Cream Parlor and engaged 40 4-H members and families in this
fundraiser. Despite a challenging year, Merrimack County 4-H interacted with over 400 youth and
volunteers through the program.
Nutrition Connections
Nutrition Connections is a no-cost, hands-on nutrition education program that provides limited-resource
families the knowledge and skills they need for better health. During this past year, Nutrition Connections
was able to pivot programming to adapt to changes brought on by Covid-19. Merrimack County Extension
Teachers reached youth through virtual and remote programming using curricula like Pick a Better Snack,
Team Nutrition Cooks, and Families Eating Smart Moving More. Adults and families were engaged in
virtual programming, like Cooking Matters at Home, Cooking Matters at the Store Tour, and Families
Eating Smart Moving More. Nutrition Connections continued to seek creative ways to meet people where
they are. A newsletter geared towards older adults was created and over this past year, its reach continued
to grow. This monthly newsletter features recipes, resources, tips, and activities and now reaches limited113
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resource older adults across New Hampshire. Additionally, the Arthritis Foundation’s Walk with Ease
program was adapted into a virtual format. After a successful pilot, the virtual program is now available for
Extension Teachers across the state to use.
Youth & Family Resiliency
Melissa Lee, Field Specialist and Certified Prevention Specialist, provides information, programs and training
grounded in research to help young people and their families succeed and thrive, such as Youth Mental Health First
Aid Training and community
coalition development. Melissa is
working collaboratively with
schools and public health partners
to increase prevention and early
intervention for mental health and
wellness and substance misuse in
communities. Since late 2020,
Melissa and her teammates have
brought three diverse funding
streams to UNH Extension to
support work in their field.
Melissa is serving as Project
Director for the NH Opioid
Prevention Project, funded by
SAMHSA, which is bringing
opioid prevention education to
audiences across NH. This project
has focused on expanding
implementation and access to the
evidence based Chronic Pain SelfManagement
Program. Virtual access
Turning the soil in the spring at Nalla Farm.
to this program is now available for
community members through UNH Extension and area partners.
We would like to thank our Advisory Council that consists of 13 citizens of Merrimack County, and
a representative of the County Commissioners office and County Delegation.
These advisors assist Extension program staff to evaluate current programming, identify local educational and
research needs, and to consider new programming across the county. Our 2020/2021 council members included:
Larry Ballin, Mindy Beltramo, Lorrie Carey, Janine Condi, Ayi D’Almeida, Ken Koerber, Josh Marshall, Tim Meeh
& Jill McCullough, Page Poole, Chuck & Diane Souther, Anya Twarog, State Rep. Werner Horn, and Commissioner
Stuart Trachy.
Connect with us: https://extension.unh.edu/facility/merrimack-county-office
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Upper Valley Lake Sunapee Regional Planning Commission Highlights
•

•

•

Keys to the Valley Regional Housing Initiative: UVLSRPC has tackled the housing challenges of our
region by teaming up with two regional planning commissions in Vermont. Our team gathered
data, provided outreach, and developed a toolbox for all of those involved in the solutions to the
housing crisis. See www.Keystothevalley.com
Regional Corridor Transportation Plan: UVSLRPC has the knowledge and expertise in the areas of
regional transportation. Our team is wrapping up our corridor-planning effort with a guided action
plan to further assist communities in developing transportation projects that are shovel-ready for
funding. Our overall goal is to bring more transportation funds to the Upper Valley Region! See
www.uvlsrpc.org/projects/transportation/regional-corridor-transportation-plan/
COVID-19 Support: UVLSRPC provided various regional and local technical assistance to our
communities during the global pandemic. Some of the services we provided included: staffing
support for understaffed municipalities; outreach and networking to provide technical assistance;
served on a community wide transportation committee to enhance services to those in need;
assisted communities in grant writing and various recovery fund applications; and continued to find
funding sources to support the work in progress to better serve our members.

Connect with us at info@uvlsrpc.org or 603-448-1680
Meghan Butts, Executive Director, mbutts@uvlsrpc.org

Photo:
Linda Scofield
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Kearsarge Regional School District 2021
Town Report KRSD Vision Statement
Inspiring learners, committing to community, contributing to a dynamic world.

T

he Kearsarge Regional School District “word of the year” for 2021-2022 is “Listen.” This word has
been very crucial over the past 12 months, as COVID-19 has had a huge impact not only on our
children, but on our employees as well. The school board as well as the administration have been
working extremely hard to continue to find ways to mitigate the spread of COVID within our schools
through the requirement of masks, social distancing, and in some cases, schedule changes. This
responsibility has been an ongoing task for almost two years now. Our teachers have been outstanding and
have had to adapt on a daily basis to a larger workload and much added stress. The district has continued to
work on important initiatives while simultaneously
managing our COVID response.
The K-12 move to competency-based learning is ongoing
and we are getting closer and closer to completion. The
district added a curriculum director for the elementary
level to work closely with our secondary-school
curriculum director to continue to work on this initiative.
This past September through November, the district
successfully negotiated a new CBA, or Teachers’ contract
with our KREA, Kearsarge Regional Education
Association, the union that represents our teachers. This
new contract will go into effect in the Fall of 2022.
Much discussion and work have gone into the
development and plans for a STEAM (science, technology,
engineering, applied arts, mathematics) wing renovation at
KRHS, Kearsarge Regional High School. This has been in
the works for a number of years. Our high school was
Cascade Brook, Wilmot Flat (Photo: Shandi Elliott)
built in 1970 and much of the building has not been touched
since then. We strive to give our students the best possible opportunity to be successful when they graduate
from our high school. Given today’s society and the need for labor and tech jobs, the district feels that it is
very important to make some renovations to the high school to allow our students to take courses, get
training, and work on project-based learning, to prepare them for employment and or college.
The entire administration and all employees of the KRSD have worked very, very hard to ensure that our
children get the best education possible. The fact that they have been able to maintain and achieve this goal
throughout this difficult time of COVID-19, must not go unnoticed. I am extremely proud to be a member
of this district, as other districts have not fared as well. We have a strong seven-town community, and our
public education system plays a large role in making that happen. I very much enjoy and am honored to
serve our town as your representative on the KRSD School Board and I look forward to continuing to do
so.
Respectfully submitted,
Alison V. Mastin
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Marriages 2021
Person A

Person B

Town of Issuance

Place of Marriage

David R. Matthews

Date of Marriage

Devon A. Piquette

Wilmot

Wilmot

May 30

Kristopher J. Piquette

Christine E. Graves

Wilmot

Wilmot

July 10

Nicholas C. Hamel

Emily J. Paulin

Wilmot

Colebrook

Timothy S. O’Neill

Melynda A. Seaholm

Newbury

New London

Charles B. Ferrell

Traci L. Jewell

Wilmot

Hebron

October 13

Lee M. Anderson

Melaney M. Pehrson

Wilmot

Wilmot

November 25

September 25
October 9

All persons are recorded as Wilmot residents

Births 2021
Child’s Name

Birth Date

Birthplace

Virgil Edmund Jusczyk

March 1

Lebanon, NH

Jonathan Jusczyk

Jaimie Jusczyk

Calvin Westley Vendt

April 24

Lebanon, NH

Josiah Vendt

Rebecca Vendt

Oliver Toby Stephens

October 14

Concord, NH

Joshua Stephens

Melissa Stephens

Lydia Joy Smith

December 3

Lebanon, NH

Mitchell Smith

Candace Smith

Parker Paul Smith

December 7

Lebanon, NH

Travis Smith

Whitney West-Poss

December 25

Manchester, NH

Joshua Fisher

Tristin Fisher

Fallon Elizabeth Fisher

Father/Partner

Mother

Deaths 2021
Decedent’s Name

Death Date

Death Place

Dudley W. Moseley

January 14

New London

David Moseley

Dorcas Wallace

Y

Peter F. Guest

January 14

New London

Edwin Guest

Catherine Twohey

Y

Judith S. Walker

January 23

Boscawen

James Schucker

Alice Ripley

N

Joel Patrick Burgess

April 9

Wilmot

Edmund Burgess

Marjorie Lawless

N

Daniel R. Cheney

May 28

Boscawen

Wayne Cheney

Frances Eddy

N

July 6

Lebanon

Laurance Bock

Viola Bartzsch

N

Mary Ann Rayno

July 20

Franklin

Lester Caemmerer

Ann Slater

N

Ethel D. Hasseck

August 29

Lebanon

Frank Lebrecht

Ethel Blakeley

N

Deborah M. Kennedy

Father’s Name

Mother’s Name*

*Prior to first marriage/civil union

Records courtesy of New Hampshire Department of State, Division of Vital Records Administration
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2021 Obituaries

D

Dudley Wallace Moseley
(1930-2021)

udley Wallace Moseley, 91, died peacefully on January 14. Dudley was born in 1930 and raised in
Springfield, Mass. He graduated from American International College followed by service in the
Marine Corps at Camp Lejeune, N.C. He spent his career as an executive working in the insurance
industry.
Dudley shared his life with two wonderful women, Nancy Moseley to whom he was married for 40 years
and Claire Moseley to whom he was married for 23 years.
Dudley was a dedicated father, husband, and lover of nature. His passion was fly-fishing, and he was one of
the longest serving members of Wantastiquet Trout Club in Weston, Vt. Nestled in the mountains, the
peacefulness of the surrounding woods, rustic cabins and wooden rowboats became a special place for
Dudley and his family and where he flourished. After retiring and moving to Wilmot in 1997, Dudley was
able to fish at the trout club to his heart’s content. He also served in several positions on its board.
Dudley was an active volunteer in Wilmot and the surrounding area including the Wilmot town library,
First Congressional Church of Wilmot, Habitat for Humanity and Ausbon Sargent Land Preservation Trust.
He was an avid hiker involved in the Sunapee-Ragged-Kearsarge Greenway (SRKG) and part of the group of
early developers of the 14 trails that make up the 75-mile Greenway. Under his 16-year stewardship, he
maintained the trail to Bog Mountain in Wilmot for the enjoyment of many. Dudley was the 11th person to
complete the winter walkabout of the Greenway. You could often find him “Doing a Dudley” using a stick
to flick branches and other items off the trail so hikers could comfortably walk to the mountain’s summit to
find a spectacular granite dome and a 280-degree view.
He is predeceased by his first wife Nancy Gagnon Moseley. He leaves behind his wife Claire Brown Moseley
of Wilmot; two children Robert Moseley and his wife Renée Mullen of Boise, Idaho, and Susan Moseley of
New London; and bonus children: Rob, Keri and Chip Nixon and Bill Clark. Dudley will be missed by
those fortunate enough to be fishing at Wantastiquet Trout Club, hiking Bog Mountain and most of all by
his family and friends.

P

Peter Guest
(1927-2021)

eter F. Guest, 94, of Wilmot, died of complications related to COVID-19 on January 14, 2021. Peter
served in both the Merchant Marines and U.S. Marine Corps before joining and eventually leading his
family’s woodworking business. A polio survivor, Peter lived a life shaped by commitment, energy and
tenacity in his business combined with boundless enthusiasm for people, new experiences and a lifelong
love of laughter and music.
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He had a talent for being in the right place at the right time. At the age of 18 he was serving as the chief
radio officer aboard the Winthrop Victory, one of only two merchant ships present in Tokyo Harbor when
the Japanese formally surrendered on Sept. 2, 1945, aboard the USS Missouri. He’d joined the Merchant
Marines after graduating from high school at 17 when merchant ships were used to supply the U.S. Navy
and other branches of the military during World War II. After the surrender, he went on to ports
throughout the Americas and Europe before leaving the Merchant Marines in 1946.
Upon his release from the Merchant Marines, Peter entered the New York State College of Forestry at
Syracuse University where he graduated in 1951 and was promptly drafted. He reported to boot camp at
Camp Lejeune and, afterwards, was sent to San Diego where his experience as a radio officer earned him an
assignment as an electronics instructor in San Francisco. He served there until he left the Marines in 1953
with the rank of corporal.
Born and raised in Mamaroneck, N.Y., where his father and uncles owned Nuroco, an architectural
woodworking business in Norwalk, Conn. Peter graduated from Mamaroneck High School, spending
summers at Camp Pasquaney and the family cottage in Fairlee, Vt. He joined the family business after
serving in the Marines and worked in every capacity including laborer, truck driver, lumber salesman,
salesman and supervisor of installations throughout Manhattan and the region to such customers as Johnson
& Johnson. As president, he moved the company from Connecticut to Whitefield, New Hampshire, and
oversaw the shift of the business to furniture making under a new name, Brown Street Furniture.
A licensed pilot, he often flew the company’s Piper Cherokee to call on customers outside the region. He
remained owner and CEO until his semi-retirement in 1989 and full retirement in 1998. Unable to remain
retired, he founded a specialty furniture company, Cherry Pond Designs in Jefferson which he and his son
Peter F. Guest Jr. operated until recently.
Over the 55 years he lived in New Hampshire, first in Jefferson and then in New London, Peter became
part of a large network of sailors and music lovers that brought folks from both towns together. As a board
member of The White Mountain Festival for the Arts in the late ‘70s, he enlisted Murray Washburn of
Peter Christian’s Tavern to provide food for guests and musicians such as Taj Mahal, James Cotton, Paul
Winter Consort, and jazz greats Benny Goodman and Bucky Pizzarelli who performed on stage on the site
of the old Waumbek Hotel in Jefferson. He bartended and acted as host for such visitors as former New
Hampshire Governor Judd Gregg and President George H.W. Bush who was campaigning nearby. Peter
recruited crew members for Pipe Dream, his beloved Pierson 35 sailboat, from his family and from among
the many New Londoners who’d helped out at the festival, often sailing up and down the East Coast,
Intracoastal Waterway and throughout the British Virgin Islands. It was on one of these voyages that he met
his wife, Jen Ellis and, not long afterwards, relocated to Wilmot.
He was predeceased by his father Edwin H. Guest, his mother Katherine Campbell Guest, and his sister
Anne Guest Ameden. In addition to Jen, he is survived by five children from a previous marriage: Elizabeth
G. Marro, Peter F. Guest Jr., Mary Eileen G. King, John A. Guest and Katherine Margaret Guest as well as
six grandchildren, four great-grandchildren and six nieces and nephews.
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Judith S. Walker
(1931-2021)
S. Walker filled her life with color, adventure, dear friends and most of all family. She passed away
Judith
peacefully at the Merrimack County Nursing Home in Boscawen on January 23, 2021.
Born on October 16, 1931, in Greenfield, Mass., she was the only child of James and Alice (Ripley)
Schucker. Judith graduated from Greenfield High School in 1949. Following in her mother’s footsteps of
becoming an R.N., she graduated from New England Deaconess Hospital School of Nursing in Boston in
1953, where she made many lifelong friends. Judith’s nursing path led her to New London Hospital where
she worked for many years.
During her early years in New London, she met Walter Walker and they married in 1955 at the Old St.
Andrew’s stone church. They raised their four children in Wilmot. No matter how old her children were,
she never failed to wave them goodbye from her kitchen window as they drove away after a visit home.
In 1971 she joined the staff at the Colby Junior College (now Colby-Sawyer College) Infirmary, from which
she retired in 1997. She also worked in private in-home care and was an American National Red Cross
Nurse. A kind, caring, compassionate person, her patients loved her. This giving nature extended to her
elderly neighbors in need.
An avid gardener, Judith’s flower beds bloomed bright and beautiful from spring through fall attracting
many visitors, including the birds she loved. She shared plants with friends who now can keep her memory
alive in their own gardens. Judith was a voracious reader and volunteered for many years at the Wilmot
Public Library. She was a long-time member of the First Congregational Church of Wilmot and the Wilmot
Historical Society. She enjoyed classical music, PBS, the Red Sox, hot chocolate, and peppermint stick ice
cream.
She also enjoyed a good road trip. Judith and her dear friend Phyllis explored nearly all the back country
roads of Vermont. She loved author Zane Grey who captured her imagination with his stories of the West,
especially Arizona, and was thrilled to drive through that desert state with her daughter. She cherished
memories of her trips with family to Italy, England and Africa.
Judith is survived by her husband of 65 years, Walter Walker of Wilmot; her four children: Wade Walker
and his wife Debbie of Sutton, Daniel Walker of South Danbury, Holly Walker and her husband Luigi
Minoletti of Sutton and Nathan Walker and his wife Kathryn of New London; three granddaughters:
Megan, Lindsey and Annie; her sister-in-law Margery Piper of Laconia; her brother-in-law Daniel Walker
of Lemington, Vt.; nieces, a nephew and a cousin, Nancy Langley of Wilmot. The family would like to
thank the staff on 4N at MCNH for their loving care of Judith over the years.
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Daniel R. Cheney
(1944-2021)
aniel R. Cheney,76, of Route 4A, died at the Merrimack County Nursing Home in Boscawen May
28, 2021.

He was born in Portland, Maine, on Oct. 14, 1944, the son of Wayne and Frances (Eddy) Cheney. Dan
moved to the area at the age of 2 and has been here ever since. He was a craftsman and very handy working
for RP Johnson and Son, Wesley B. Woodward and Son and Gerald Prescott. For the last 11 years of his
career, he was a truck driver for the State of New Hampshire Highway Crew.
He used to like to snowmobile, hunt and fish and later loved to go camping. He and his wife spent summers
on Lake Massasecum in Bradford in their camper and enjoyed traveling throughout the United States as well
as going on many cruises.
He is survived by his wife of 23 years, Sanna (Day) Whitten of Wilmot; a son Daniel Cheney II and a
brother John Cheney.

D

Deborah Kennedy
(1957-2021)
eborah M. (Bock) Kennedy, 63, of Route 4A, died from a rare form of cancer Tuesday, July 6, 2021.
She was born in Jersey City, N.J., on Dec. 15, 1957, the daughter of Laurance and the late Viola Joan
(Bartzsch) Bock.

She moved to Elkins in 1964, Wilmot in 1974 and graduated from Kearsarge Regional High School, North
Sutton in 1976. Debbie graduated from nursing school in Lawrence, Mass., and returned to New
Hampshire for her career.
She worked in maternity at New London Hospital. She particularly enjoyed her time at the William P.
Clough Extended Care Center and worked for Alice Peck Day for a short time. Her last 12 years of work
was as office nurse for Louis Kowalski, MD.
Debbie liked being at home and loved her flower gardens.
She is predeceased by her mother. She is survived by her husband of 36 years, James Kennedy of Wilmot;
her father Laurance Bock of Danbury; two brothers John Bock and his life partner Jill of Manchester and
Howard and his wife Rona Bock of Warner; two nephews Logan and Colton; a stepson Jay J. and his wife
Colleen Kennedy and their children, Ryan and Madison of Rhode Island; an aunt Caroline and her husband
Joseph Sivo of Union City, N.J., and three cousins.
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Mary Ann Rayno
(1934 - 2021)
ary Ann (Caemmerer) Rayno, 87, of Wilmot, passed away peacefully after an extensive battle with
cancer on July 20, 2021.

Born in White Plains, N.Y., she and her family vacationed at Twin Lake Villa in New London. She enjoyed
the area’s mountains and weather so much that she relocated to nearby North Sutton in 1968. It is here she
met and married David Rayno.
Mary Ann was considered a fashionista by many and loved to shop at local thrift stores. She volunteered at
the St. Andrew’s Thrift Shop in New London and was always well dressed and ensured her family was too.
In earlier years, Mary Ann modeled in New York and attended Parsons School of Design. She put her skills
to good use coordinating and participating in the College Sport Shop’s annual New London Hospital Day
fashion show for many years.
Flowers made her smile. She served as president of the New London Garden Club. She and her mom would
create beautiful flower arrangements together and enter them in local competitions.
In 1994 Mary Ann earned a certificate as a master gardener through the University of New Hampshire’s
Cooperative Extension program. Mary Ann traveled to visit different parts of the world. Trips to Europe
were a favorite, particularly England and Ireland. A fond memory included a vacation in Alaska with her
husband to celebrate their 40th wedding anniversary.
Her family grew up skiing at King Ridge Ski Area, where she worked in the ticket office and later at the ski
school desk. Mary Ann relished the outdoors and often kayaked on Kezar lake. She enjoyed volunteering as
a naturalist at the Appalachian Mountain Club at the Pinkham Notch Visitor’s Center in Franconia. She
regularly served as an Elderhostel ambassador during group hikes in the White Mountains. It is here she also
became certified in first aid mountain rescue.
She is preceded in death by her sister Grace Booth and her parents Ann and Lester Caemmerer. She leaves
behind her husband of 52 years, David Rayno; her daughters Lyndley Gillick of Newport and Courteney
Wisnewski and husband Tim Wisnewski of Washington D.C., and adopted son David Dobos and wife Kate
Santos of Columbus, Ohio.

E

Ethel Hasseck
(1925-2021)

thel Hasseck, 95, of Jewell Road, died Sunday, August 29, 2021 at the Jack Byrne Center for Palliative
and Hospice Care in Lebanon, N.H. She was born in Brooklyn, N.Y. on November 9, 1925, the
daughter of Frank and Ethel I. (Blakeley) LeBrecht.
Ethel spent her early years in Brooklyn and Massapequa, L.I., N.Y. where she was a stay-at-home
mom. After the sudden death of her husband, Ethel and her mother moved to Wilmot, N.H. in
1975. Determined and courageous, she picked herself up and moved to New Hampshire, got a job and
learned how to do many of the household chores which she had never done before. Ethel worked in the
housekeeping department at the New London Hospital for about 30 years.
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She loved spending time with her family. Ethel thought it was great fun to shop and liked to crochet, go
fishing and crabbing, cook and tend her houseplants.
She is predeceased by her parents, siblings, husband, William, and two sons, Mark "Mickey" Hasseck and
Willie Hasseck. Ethel is survived by her daughter with whom she made her home, Barbara Anderson of
Wilmot, N.H. and a loving caring family of grandchildren, great grandchildren, nieces, and nephews.

Photo: Heather Mather
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Robin’s nest with eggs

Photo: Shandi Elliott

Town of Wilmot Quick Reference
Cemetery Information
Conservation Commission

(603) 748-7094
(603) 526-4802

Fire Station
PO Box 33
1 Firehouse Lane
Health Department

(603) 526-4524

Highway Department
91 NH Route 4A

(603) 526-4649

7 a.m. – 3 p.m. Monday – Friday
highway@wilmotnh.org

Library
11 North Wilmot Road

(603) 526-6804

2 p.m. – 6 p.m. Monday – Friday
11 a.m. – 2 p.m. Saturday
wilmotlibrary@comcast.net

Police Station
PO Box 107
1 Firehouse Lane

911
(603) 526-2646

Call 911 for emergencies.
The other number is for non-emergencies.
police@wilmotnh.org

Selectmen’s Office
PO Box 72
9 Kearsarge Valley Road

(603) 526-4802

9 a.m. – 4 p.m. Tuesday – Thursday
Call for appointment Monday or Friday.
townadmin@wilmotnh.org

Town Clerk / Tax Collector
PO Box 94
9 Kearsarge Valley Road

(603) 526-9639

Appointments given preference.
9 a.m. – 4 p.m. Tuesday – Thursday
Call or email to arrange your visit.
wilmot_tc@wilmotnh.org
Closed Election and Primary Days

Transfer Station

(603) 526-2491

8 a.m. – 4 p.m. Wednesday and Saturday

Welfare

(603) 526-4802

Please call for an appointment.

Wilmot Post Office

(603) 526-4852

9:30 a.m. – 12:30 p.m. Monday – Friday
1:30 p.m. – 4:30 p.m. Monday – Friday
8 a.m. – 11:30 a.m. Saturday
Lobby open 24 hours a day

This is the non-emergency station number.
info@wilmotfire.org

(603) 526-4802

A pandemic-era meeting of the cemetery trustees.

Photo: Ed Weaver

